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Bu çalışma İngilizce okuma parçalarındaki art gönderimierin belirlenınesini ve 

bundan yararlanarak kavrama sorularında öğrencilerin ne kadar başarılı olduklarını 

saptamayı amaçlamıştır. 

Bu çalışma Hoca Ahmed Y esevi Lisesinin birinci sınıfına devam eden elli 

öğrenci üzerinde gerçekleştirilmiştir: Katılımcıların yirmibeşi deney grubunda, diğer 

yirmibeşi ise kontrol grubundadır. Anadolu Üniversitesi Hazırlık Okulu'ndan alınarak 

uygulanan seviye tespit sınavı (placement test) yoluyla öğrencilerin İngilizce bilgi 

düzeyleri "orta" olarak saptanmıştır. Ayrıca bu araştırmada kullanılan okuma 

parçalarının alındığı Milli Eğitim Bakanlığı onaylı ders kitabı da öğrenci seviyesini orta 

olarak belirtmiştir. 

Çalışmada verileri toplayabilmek için, deney ve kontrol grubundaki öğrencilerin 

İngilizce ders kitabından seçilmiş, anlatım ve karşılıklı konuşma biçiminde iki ayrı 

metin kullanılmıştır. Deney grubundaki öğrenciler uygulanan ön-test'ten sonra eğitim 

için verilen metinler içerisinde geçen adıilan işaretierne (marking) yöntemi kullanarak 

belirgin hale getirmişlerdir. Bu adımın amacı bu adıUar ile göndergelerin metin içinde 
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birbirlerine olan uzaklıklarını saptayarak anlam ilişkilerini daha kolay kurmalarını 

sağlamaktır. Daha sonra öğrencilerden parçaların kavrama sorularını yanıtlamaları 

istenmiştir. 

Uygulanan ön-test'te öğrencilerin İngilizce dersinde kullandıkları English 

Course for Turks adlı kitaptan seçilen anlatım ve karşılıklı konuşma tarzı iki ayrı metin 

kullanılmıştır. Bu parçalarda geçen art gönderimierin anlam ilişkilerinin öğrenciler 

tarafından aniaşılıp aniaşılmadığının tespiti için her iki parçada da yirmişer soru 

sorulmuştur. Deney ve Kontrol gruplarına uygulanan ön-test'ten sonra, deney grubuna 

aynı ders kitabından, programdaki sırasına uygun olarak seçilen her iki tip metin türü 

eğitim amaçlı kullanılmıştır: Parçalar içerisindeki art gönderimler işaretierne yöntemi 

yardımı ile bulunmuş, kavrama soruları yanıtlanırken bunlar dikkate alınmıştır. Ayrıca 

bu gruptaki öğrenciler her okuma parçasından sonra verilen cevapların hangisinin doğru 

olduğunu nedenleri ile tartışmışlardır. Öğrencilerin cevap kağıtları daha sonra 

araştırmacı tarafından toplanmıştır. Kontrol grubu öğrencileri ise aynı parçaları 

okuduktan sonra kavrama sorularını yanıtlamışlardır. Bu grupta öğrenciler art 

gönderimieri irdelememişlerdir. 

Dört haftalık, onaltı ders saati, uygulamanın ardından her iki gruba da son-test 

verilmiştir ve katılımcılardan toplanan yanıt kağıtlarının çözümlemesine göre, deney 

grubunda olan öğrenciler her iki farklı metnin ön ve son test uygulamaları arasında bir 

ilerleme kaydetmişlerdir. Deney grubunun sonuçları incelendiğinde öğrencilerin 

verdikleri doğru yanıt sayısı artmıştır. Sonuçlar kıyaslandığında deney grubu 

öğrencilerinin ön-test skorlarının aritmetik ortalaması 54, 28 iken kontrol grubunun 55, 

04 'tür. Son-test sonuçlarında ise deney grubunun son-test skorlarının aritmetik 

ortalaması 71, 32 iken kontrol grubunun aritmetik ortalaması 63, 80'dir. 
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ABSTRACT 

The ai m of this study is to identify the anap ho ri c references in reading texts and 

to establish the EFL students' success in answering the comprehension questions. 

The participants were attending to the fırst grade of Hoca Ahmed Y esevi High 

School and their number was fıfty. Twenty-fıve ofthem were in the experimental group 

and the other twenty-fıve of them were in the control group. As a result of placement 

test, which was taken from Anadolu University Prep-School, their English profıciency 

Ievel was found intermediate. Moreover, the students' course-book which was 

approved by the Ministry ofEducation defıned the Ievel of students as intermediate, too. 

For the data eelleetion two different text types categorized as narrative and 

dialogue chesen from subjects' course book were used. Marking technique was usedin 

experimental group as a strategy in order to determine the anaphoric references in these 

types of texts. The purpose of this step was to show the anaphoric references and the 

preceding nouns relation and the distance between each other in a context. Furthermore 

the subjects were lead by the researcher in order to use linguistic clues in the given text. 

In the pre-test, two different text types which were narrative and dialogue were 

taken from English Course for Turks course-book. In order to fınd out whether the 

subjects can understand and fınd the anaphoric references in given texts, twenty 

questions were asked for each ofthem. After applying the pre-test to both ofthe dasses 

for four a week period other texts were used in experimental group as training. The 

subjects in this group also used marking technique before they answered the 

comprehension questions. In this step they tried to fınd the meaning relations between 

anaphoric references and preceding nouns. Later the students answered the 

comprehension questions of the given text and wrote their answers on the given 
• handouts. The right answers were discussed with the students. As a last step these 

handouts were collected by the researcher. In the control group, students only read the 
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text and answered the comprehension questions. The handouts were collected without 

discussing the right answers in this group. 

After four weeks, the post-test was applied to both of the classes. When the 

scores of pre and post tests were compared it is seen that the proportion of the right 

answers number was increased in experimental group. The pre-test mean scores were 

54, 28 for the experimental and 55, 04 for the control group. However, the post-test 

mean scores were 71, 32 for the experimental and 63, 80 for the control group. 
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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background of the study 

When we look at the defınitions of the reading, most of the linguists stated in this 

research stress the importance of reading in both Ll and L2 competence. An (1992) 

stated that reading whether in the mother tongue or in a foreign language, has the same 

aim, which is to get meaning from the text. Krashen and Kim (1997) added that it has 

been established that reading, especially free voluntary reading, is a powerful means of 

devetoping L2 competence. Those who read more have larger vocabularies, do better 

on tests of grammar, write better, and spell better. Moreover, Paron (1996; 26) defıned 

that reading is an activity involving cansonant guesses that are later rejected or 

confırmed. Moreover, Nuttal identifıed reading as getting a message from a text. It is 

transfer of meaning from mind to mind; transfer of message from writer to reader 

(1982). Whether in Ll or L2, reading activity involves an interaction between the 

reader and text. It is such a three-lag table: reader, message and the text. The role of 

three of them is very im portant to make sense. The writer of text tries to give a message 

to the reader and reader tries to get this message by the help of his/her background and 

linguistic knowledge. So reading is an interactive process in which readers interact with 

the text in order to get the meaning and this process involves the use of comprehension 

or reading strategies. 

In the past, in language classes, reading has been used as a way of teaching 

grammar, vocabulary and pronunciations of L2, but now reading is defıned as an active 

process of comprehending the text. For this reason students of L 1 or L2 should be 

taught the reading strategies in order to read efficiently. Nuttal (I 982) defined that the 

teacher should not try to put something into the students' heads, but instead should try 

to get the students to make use of their existing knowledge in order to acquire new 
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messages. Later the development of reading strategies began. Step by step the 

importance ofthese strategies tried to be proved in different contexts. 

Gardner (1981) stated that the importance of using strategies ın reading 

comprehension in second and foreign language had been emphasized in many studies, 

and these researchers suggest that good-readers tend to use meaning-based cues to 

evaluate whether they have understood what they have read, whereas poor readers tend 

to use or over-rely on word-level cues to focus on the decoding part of reading. 

According to Grabe ( 1991) good readers make better use of text organization than do 

poor readers. Also, Block (1986) stated that good readers use strategies to the type of 

text they are reading. (Cited in Beysel; 1999) 

As it is stated above, several researches have recently emphasized that "efficient 

and effective second and foreign language reading requires both top-down and bottom

up strategies." Young (1993) defıned that what most fırst language and second 

language strategy research suggests is that readers who focus on reading as a decoding 

process rather than a meaning-getting process tend to be less successful readers. In 

other words, students who use bottom-up processing tend to be less successful readers. 

Wallace (1992) mentioned Eskey's view (1988) that L2 readers have to attend more to 

bottom-up processes than L 1 readers, sin ce their restricted linguistic ability will make it 

more diffıcult for them to use the contextual clues that Ll readers use (cited in Paran, 

1996: 27). Also, Smith (1978), Goodman (1967) and Loady (1979) found that reading 

is essentially a top-down process, whereby the reader samples the text visually, making 

use ofbackground knowledge. (Cited in Scott et al, 1984: 1 15) 

Since this research deals with EFL learners, it is necessary to state the researchers' 

opinion for these learners' reading process. Rivas (1999: 15) stated that to help EFL 

learners became effective readers, it is necessary to make them aware of the 

relationships between the parts that constitute a text. Several researchers recommend 

instruction on the cohesive ties of English: lexical reiteration, reference, substitution, 

ellipsis and conjunction (e. g. Carre! 1988 and Williams 1983). 

From the EFL learners' perspective Bright and McGregor (1970) pointed out that 

learning a foreign language through reading offers the opportunity of a comprehensive 

education w hi ch includes the development of the learner as person ( cited in Brusch, 

1991: 156). Brusch, in his research on reading ina foreign language, also found that 
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experienced teachers complain that with the limited time it has become more and more 

difficult to make language learning enjoyable. He found that students like role play, 

listening, readers and conversation exercises. They dislike textbook work, song and 

grammar exercıses. 

In this study the students were also evaluated in EFL environment, they were 

attending to one of the high school in Eskişehir. Anaphoric references in reading texts 

and the effects of these references on answering comprehension questions were tried to 

be investigated in the English courses. The results of this study may be helpful for EFL 

learners and teachers in reading lessons and the learners' attitudes towards reading in 

English. 

Asa teaeber of thesubjectsit is seen that the students have problem with reading 

texts and their comprehension questions. They have diffıculties on answering them 

correctly. This problem might be the results of defıcient use of basic reading skills or 

the course-book itself Mostly the students tended to read the given text word by word 

by losing the harmony of it and could not answer the given comprehension questions. 

In order to teach them how to catch the harmony of meaning, the usage of anaphoric 

references were decided to study on. 

Since one of the reading strategies, text types and anaphoric references, were 

taken as the bases of this study, it is better to defıne these terms before stating the 

problem part of this chapter 

Lasnik (1989:90) stated that from the early nineties the linguists have gained 

important insights into the syntax of pronouns and coreference. The researches and the 

defınitions of the anaphoric pronouns, in other words coreference, can be a small part of 

these insights. Mey (1993: 96-98) explained the term anapbora as the function of 

referring ( sentence -or discourse- intemally) to earlier mentions of the noun that is 

preceded by the defınite article in question is often called anaphora. For example: 

"The man was walking softly; he carried a big stick." (Where the marks a 

known referent 'the man' has been spoken of earlier, or is identifıed in other ways; he 

refers anaphorically to the immediately preceding noun) 

As a second base, the text existed. Many researchers distinguished the types of 

texts. From the general view Paltridge (1996: 237) defıned the text types as they 

represent groupings of texts which are similar in terms of co-occurrence of linguistic 
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patterns. Also Willis (1996:66) defıned the texts as published and unpublished. Under 

the title of published materials, there were language teaching materials such as text 

books, readers, adverts, brochures, newspapers, stories, books, magazines and computer 

games exist. For the unpublished ones she defıned letters and e-mail, internet, notices 

and reports. For the foreign language classroom Davison (1976:311) stated fıve major 

categories to select texts. These are the student/text, the curriculum/text, the class

size/text, the teacher/text relationships and the internal construction of the text. 

The other base of this study is questioning and question types. Lin ch ( 1991 :201) 

explained the meaning of question by using Longman Dictionary of the English 

Language as "command or interrogative expressian used to elicit information or a 

response, or to test knowledge." And according to Baştürkmen (200 1 : 5) there are three 

types of description of questioning: form-based focus, useful expressions focus and no 

language focus. Also Carver (1978:291) listed the types of questions as factual, 

interpretation, textual, logical, inference, and judgment. 

Under the light of these defınitions and classifıcations, the most suitable one is 

Willis' s defınitions for the subjects' course-book since it is used for language teaching. 

The question types of this book mostly form-based since they aim to practice the rules 

of the grammar topic of that unit. The title of the questions used in this study is 

comprehension questions but subjects mostly try to infer the relation between the 

anaphora and the preceding noun. 

1.2. The Problem 

Leaming a foreign language in high school is too limited for our students. Their 

course-book and the teachers are the two sources that they can benefıt from. 

Unfortunately the students' course-book is not updated under the light of new leaming 

and teaching techniques. The course teachers try to adapt new techniques and the 

students' only source can be their teachers. 

At Hoca Ahmed Y esevi High School, fırst year students are exposed to English 

lesson for four hours per week. During this study two of these hours used for reading 

courses and the two hours used for grammar training. From the point of view of 

grammar the students are taught a number of grammatical rules of English. For the 
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reading activities students have to read texts which are related with their new grammar 

topic of that week. 

However, when observing the students reactions towards reading activities, it was 

seen that they got bored with them and their English courses become boring for them 

day by day, too. Most of the students were good at activities in grammar but when it 

was time to read they had diffıculties on understanding the given text even when there 

was no unknown vocabulary or after the new vocabularies identifıed asa whole class. 

When we put aside the grammar and vocabulary teaching, the students faced with the 

problem of understanding a given text, and they could not answer the comprehension 

questions. 

1.3. Purpose of the Study 

This study basically aims to find out a way which will make reading lessons and 

activities more enjoyable and useful for EFL learners. Also, most of the students in this 

study think that they can learn English by learning the grammar rules of this language 

and they only read in classroom settings with so many limitations of their course-book 

activities. So the other goal of this study is to develop EFL readers the taste of 

understanding a reading text and to show them the improvement of their knowledge in 

English by the help of these texts, also to develop a habit of reading outside of the 

classroom. Moreover, to teach the students function of the anaphoric references which 

may help them while answering the comprehension questions. 

This study is conducted on leading one of the reading strategies, using linguistic 

clues from the context and combining the relations between the anaphoric references in 

these texts by the help of answering the referring questions. Thus, this study is tried to 

answer theseresearch questions below. 

1.4. Research Questions 

1-Can the students answer the comprehension questions better if they are made to 

get aware of the use of anaphoric references? 

2-In which text type the experirnental and control groups are rnore successful? 
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1.5. Limitations of the Study 

This study will be carried out at Hoca Ahmed Yesevi High School. So the fırst 

limitation can be stated as the level of the students: All the subjects were attending the 

fırst grade of this high schooL Their ages were nearly the same and their profıciency 

level was found intermediate. The second limitation was the curriculum. Since the 

students were attending govemment high school, the curriculum of Ministry of 

Education was used. The third limitation was the class-hours of the English courses, 

moreover the subjects' course-book was used and the texts were chosen from this book. 

They w ere not authentic texts. The number of the students and the school environment 

can be added to the limitation list. 



CHAPTER2 

LITERA TURE REVIEW 

2.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, fırstly the question "what is reading?" is tried to be answered and 

while answering this question, the importance of teaching reading will be evaluated. 

Secondly, the defınitions and categories of the learning strategies will be presented. 

Thirdly, the use of strategies in reading and reading strategies tried to be identifıed. 

Mostly, the use of one of the reading strategies 'using linguistic /other clues' explained 

by the help of R. Oxford's and other linguists' defınitions . As a fourth step, the 

importance of reading text will be emphasized and text types will be defıned, as well. 

The fıfth step will be questioning and the question types. Why "questioning" is 

important and the types of questions will be explained. The sixth step is the defınition 

and categories of the reference. Consequently, one part of the sub-title of reference 

which is called anaphora will be presented. Finally, the defınition and the relation of 

anaphora within this research will be explained. 

2.1.1. What Is Reading And The Im portance Of Teaching It? 

Nuttal (1998) defıned reading in three groups: 

"a. decode, decipher, identi:fy, ete. Here the focus is on the first thing of all about 
reading: unless we can recognize the written words, we cannot even begin to read. 

b. articulate, speak, pronounce, ete. Tiıis reflects a coınınon experience: in a great 
many classrooms, the reading lesson is used as an opportmıity to teach pronunciation, 
practice fluent and expressive speaking, and so on. 
c. understand, respond, meaning, ete. What ever it was, you probably wanted to get 

the message that the writer intended. It is the transfer of meaning from ınind to ınind: 
the transfer ofa message from writer to reader (Nuttal, 1998: 174 -189)." 
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Furthermore, Maquire (ı998) claimed that reading is one of the basic pillars on 

which self - development rests. It is through reading that we begin to extend our 

learning outside the classroom and so gradually devetop the capacity to leam without a 

teaeber ifwe leam to read efficiently, we will be able to continue to learn efficiently. 

He (200 ı) acknowledged that reading is a self - discovery process, and in this 

process readers interact with written texts by investing cognitive as well as 

metacognitive efforts to deconstruct the inearning information in order to make or infer 

meanıng. 

Leipzig (200 ı) asked the same question "w hat is reading?" to herself and 

answered as in this way: Reading is making from print. It requires that we 

1. identify the words in print - a process called word recognition. 

2. construct an understand fromthem-a process called comprehension. 

3. coordinate identifying words and making meaning. 

so that reading is automatic and accurate- an achievement called fluency. 

All the linguists' explanations of the reading meet at this point: reading is a 

process which includes identifying words and comprehend them. Here we can ask 

anather question: why is it important to teach reading? 

Richards (ı990) clarifıed the objectives of reading lessons in his research in 

seven steps: 

1. to develop an awareness of reading strategies necessary for good reading 

comprehension. 

2. to expand vocabulary and to develop techniques for continued increase of 

vocabulary. 

3. to develop an awareness of linguistic and rhetorical structures found ın 

advanced - level reading texts. 

4. to increase reading speed and fluency. 

5. to promote an interest in different types of reading materials. 

6. to provide individual feedback on progress in improving reading skills. 

7. to provide practice in extensive reading. 

An (1992) explained the purpose of teaching reading in a foreign 1 second 

language that it is to ensure that students acquire an ability to read reasonably fluently 

and to read with a good understanding a variety of printed material. However, many of 
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the EFL teachers have noted that most students fail to learn to read effıciently in EFL. 

And it isa well known fact that students reading ina foreign language read ata slower 

rate and with lower comprehension than students reading in their native language. 

As An defıned, Zhang and Feng (2000) stated the goal ofteaching reading to ESL 

1 EFL students as to help them become strategic and independent readers. Jaremko 

(2002) defıned the importance of teaching reading by giving an example: "I gave the 

kids two gifts one was my presence; the other was ability to read" 

Myers (2002) highlighted the importance of reading as "it is the most powerful 

skill a child can learn; it directly impacts success in school and improves our overall 

quality of life". 

Macquire (1998) explained why the reading is one of the most important skills in 

learning any language, especially for foreign language, as well. According to him the 

structure of most foreign language learning, indeed most learning in classroom 

situations, requires a heavy reliance on reading comprehension for input. This is so far a 

number of reasons: First is the widespread use of textbook or manuals based on the 

written word which from the few alternative resources for language input, apart from 

reading, and that any problem with reading will probably result in poorer learning. 

To sum up the reasons of teaching reading is to make students able to read 

effıciently in any language and to teach them lead their own reading activities even 

outside the classroom to become a successful reader. 

2.1.2. Learning Strategies 

In order to talk about learning strategies, the word "strategy" should be clarifıed 

fırstly. Brown (1994) explained the meaning of strategy as "they are the 'attacks' that 

we make on a given problem. They are the moment by moment techniques that we 

employ to solve 'problems' posed by second language input and output." 

McDonough (1995) preferred to defıne strategy by categorizing them. He stated 

that this term is currently enjoying a vogue in language - learning circles, with a variety 

of implications. These are fo ur broad categories of strategies 

1. organizing principle or policy 

2. an alternative to cakulation by rule 
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3. compensation 

4. plans 

Wenden (I 987) explained the word strategy as "techniques, tactics, conscıous 

plans, consciously employed operations, learning skills, cognitive abilities, problem 

solving procedures and language Iearning behaviors". 

After defining the term strategy, we can define learning strategy easily. Parrot 

(1993) stated that a learning strategy is a measure that the learner actively (not 

necessarily consciously) employs to facilitate or advance learning. 

Many linguists have categorized learning strategies in different ways. But in this 

research Oxford's categorization was used. She divided learning strategies into two 

main categories as direct and indirect strategies. (Look at tab le 1 below) 

Table ı. Oxford's Learning Strategies Diagram: Overview (Src: Oxford, 1990: 16) 

Memory 

Learning Strategies 

Direct 

/ Strategies 

/ Cogniti.ve 
Strategies Strategies 

Iııdirect 

~ Compensati.on 
Strategies 

Metacogniti.ve 

/ Strategies 

Affecti.ve 
Strategies Strategies 

~Social 
Strategies 

Oxford defined leaming strategies as "operations employed by the learner to aid 

the acquisition, storage, retrieval, and use of information. They are al so specific actions 
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taken by the leamer to make leaming easıer, faster, more enjoyable, more self -

directed, more effective, and more transferable to new situations". (Oxford, 1990:16) 

Oxford (1 990) put guessing strategy, which will be used by the experimental 

group subjects of this study, under the title of compensation strategies. S he explained 

guessing intelligently as using linguistic and other clues. The subjects of this study will 

be expected to use this strategy unconsciously; they will be lead by the researcher. 

Moreover, subjects of this research will be used one of the cognitive strategy according 

to the Oxford's grouping and this is 'highlighting' which is the sub - title of creating 

structure for input and output while reading a text. 

In this research the subjects would be lead to guess meanings of linguistic items 

by the help of referring questions. While they are answering these questions, they will 

use inferencing ("using information in texts to guess meanings of linguistic items" 

O'Malley et al. 1 985). When it has been concerned with inferences there are three types 

of information used in the field of foreign language teaching: 

1. Intra - lingual Inferences: It contains inferences based on the leamer' s 

knowledge of the target language. 

2. Inter -lingual Inferences: It includes inferences based on the relationship of the 

unknown item to other languages. 

3. Extra -lingual Inferences: They are formed on the basis of the content of the 

message. (Cited in Aral, 1999) 

2. 1.3. Reading Strategies and the U se of Strategies in Reading 

Fredman and Weber (1994) explained the approaches in reading into three 

groups: The fırst one can be seen as seated in an autonomous language-hased approach 

to reading. This approach focuses on the form of the language and its relationship to 

reading. The second approach to reading emerges from psycholinguistics and focuses 

on cognitive aspects of reading, of how people acquire, organize, and use their L2 

abilities. The third one focuses on sociolinguistic traditions that emphasize social -

psychological factors in acquiring reading ability. (Cited in Hudson, 1998) 
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Hudson (1998) and Nuttal (1998) identifıed two other approaches as bottom-up 

and top-down: 

"Bottom-up approach assurned that reading task can be undcrstood by examining 
it as a series of stages that proceed in a fixed order from sensory input to 
comprchension. This approach to reading focuses fairly directly on issues of 
rapid processing of text and world identification. A great deal of emphasis is 
placed on the reader's ability to rccognize words in isolation by mapping the 
input directly onto some independent representational form in the mental 
lexicon." "The top- down approach assumed thatareader approaches a text with 
conceptualizations above the textual level already in operation and then works 
down to text itself. Here the reader is not text bound, but is sampling from the 
text in order to confirm predictions about the text message. " 

With the interaction of top-down and bottom-up processing, another process 

comes out and it is known as interactive. Adopting a top-down process to predict the 

probable meaning, then moving to the bottom-up to check whether that is really what 

the writer says means interactive process. (Nuttal, 1998) 

Moreover Hudson by the help of Street's (1993) clarifıcation defıned a new 

approach: literacy approach. This approach challenge the epistemological bases of prior 

claims about readingintheir insistence that literacy is inherently contextually based and 

that cognition cannot be abstracted from social persons and the culture of the reader. 

(Hudson, 1998) 

In terms ofteaching reading, Bamford and Day (1998) defıned other approaches: 

ı. Grammar - Translation Approach. 

2. Comprehension Questions and Language work. 

3. Extensive Reading. 

4. Skills and Strategies. 

In traditional reading classes, mostly the second one is used. Students have 

textbook containing short passages that demonstrate the use of foreign language words 

or points of grammar. After reading the passage, students answer the comprehension 

questions and do other exercises. In this research the questions, referring and 

comprehension, are the heart of the reading lessons as well as this approach. 

According to Barnett (1998) reading strategies are defıned in the literature as 

"mental operations involved when readers approach a text effectively and make sense of 

what they read". 

The teaching of effıcient reading strategies such as comprehension monitoring, 

using text organizational patterns, and making predictions about what they read can help 
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non-native speakers compensate for language difficulties while reading. (Alderson, 

1984; Carrel, 1989) 

The current explosion of research in second language reading has begun to focus 

on, among other things, readers' strategies. (Faerch and Kasper, 1983; Wenden and 

Rubin, 1987) Several empirical investigations have been conducted into reading 

strategies and their relationships to successful and unsuccessful second language 

reading (Hauptman, 1979; Devine 1984; Hosenfeld, 1977; Knight, Padron and 

Waxman, 1985; Block, 1986; Sarig, 1987). (Cited in Carrel et al, 1989) 

An (1992) stated that studies on reading strategies suggest that there are three 

major differences in the manner in which skilled and less skilled reader process textual 

information. The fırst is the ability to use linguistic cues to predict or anticipate what is 

in the text. The second is the ability to organize language into meaning units. A third 

difference is the ability to use textual organization. 

In this research it is not going to identify who is skilled or less - skilled reader 

among the subjects, but students also need to use their ability to use linguistic cues to 

predict the answer of the referring questions. This ability is also defıned as the 

compensation strategies (using linguistic and other clues) in learning strategies part 

before. 

It may be necessary to teach L2 reading students more effective methods or 

strategies so that they may be able to read and learn more effectively (Oxford and 

Cohen, 1992); (Cited in Farrel, 2001). However, Kem (1997) has remarked that no 

strategy is inherently a "good" or "bad" strategy and that what works for one reader 

does not necessarily work for another. Carrel (1998) has argued that the difference 

between good and bad reading strategies is whether the strategies are used consciously 

or not. 

On the other hand Block (1986) generalized that researcher in strategy use of 

second language readers fall into two groups. One argues that reading ability in a 

second language is largely a function of profıciency in that language (Clarke, 1979; 

Cziko, 1980; Macnamara, 1970). The other group asserts that higher level strategies 

developed in a fırst language can be transferred to a second language and can operate 

alongside lower processing strategies (Benedetto, 1984; Coady, 1979; Cummins, 1980; 

K. Goodman, 1973; Hudson, 1982). 
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In this research there are two strategies used, and these are using linguistic clues 

and highlighting (marking). Up to here we tried to give general information about 

reading approaches and some researches about reading strategy use. Since all the 

strategies of reading are notused in this research, only the two ofthem will be clarified 

below. Subjects are going to use guessing and marking strategies while reading and 

answering the comprehension questions. The reference questions will lead students to 

find the meaning of anaphoric references in a given context. 

Under the light of Oxford's (1990) categorization, using linguistic clues and 

other clues are named as compensation strategies which are the sub-title of guessing 

intelligently. Oxford (1990) defined that: 

"Compensation strategies help learners to overcome knowledge limitations in all 

four skills. For beginning and intermediate language leamers, these strategies 

rnay be among the most important. Compensation strategies are also usefııl for 

more expert language users, who occasionally do not know an expression, who 

fail to hear something clearly, or who are faced with a situation in which the 

meaning is only implicit or intentionally vague. Moreover she added that 

previously gained knowledge of the target language, the leamers' own language, 

or some other language can provide linguistic clues to the meaning of what is 

heard or read. In order to use this strategy e:fficiently students should use 

guessing strategies. And this strategy is used to comprehend the overall meaning 

ina reading text." (P: 91) 

In this study students are going to use guessıng and marking strategy while 

reading and answering the reference questions. The reference questions will lead 

students to find the meaning (reference) of anaphoric usesina given text. Because of 

this, the other reading strategies such as scanning, summarizing ete. will not be taken 

into consideration. 

James (1987) explained the meaning of highlighting strategies: It forces you to 

decide w hat' s im portant in w hat you are reading and ho w ideas are related; it tests your 

understanding by putting ideas into your own words; and, you concentrate because you 

read actively rather than passively. While James explained the meaning of highlighting 

strategies, Jones identified the way of making it useful. 
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Jones, (1998-99) stated that the way to make highlighting useful as a tool for 

comprehension is for it to be strategic, selective and purposeful. With selective 

highlighting the idea is to underiine only the key words, phrases, vocabulary, and ideas 

that are only central to understanding the piece. 

There are a lot of ways to use highlighting strategies and one of them is 

'marking'. A marking system that uses symbols, numbers, letters, or lines will help 

students quickly identify relationship while they read and review. The marking system 

you adopt is up to you. The goal is to develop a method that enhances your students' 

learning. Students fınd many effective marking systems, for example, double underline, 

stars, circles, boxes or numbers, arrows. Some students use a color coding system 

(using different highlighting colors). (Cited in www.bw.edu/html). It was stated that 

good marking system can be an excellent tool for study, and this is another method of 

focusing your attention during the reading process. Many students only use colored 

highlighters to mark their texts. The goal is to mark only what is needed to provide an 

outline for quick review. 

In this research, students are going to use marking strategy while they are 

answering the referring questions. Students will not be forced to use different color 

pencils for marking the anaphoric usages in the text because they will mostly mark the 

personal pronouns which are used anaphoricly and they will be led to use a single color, 

e.g. red. Moreover they will use the same technique "circles" for marking. This step 

will help them to see the relation between the anaphoric pronoun and the preceding 

noun and the meaning (reference) of anaphoric use. 

2.1.4. Reading Text and Text Types 

Amer (1992) defıned that reading comprehension is an interactive process 

between the reader and the text. The reader interacts with the text and relates ideas 

from the text to prior experiences to construct meaning. According to Amer, a part of 

this process requires that the reader understands how the other has organized his ideas; 

i. e. the text structure. And the two im portant types of text structure are stated as 

narrative and expository. Narrative texts tell a story and are the type of text usually 
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found in literature selections. Expository texts provide information and facts and the 

type that usually found in science and social studies selections. 

Researches have showed that teaching students strategies for focusing on text 

structure enhances their comprehension (Taylor and Beach, 1984). Hence, students 

need to be taught how to read different types of text. They need to learn different 

strategies for different text types (Beach and Appleman, 1984). (Cited in Amer, 1992) 

An (1992) clarifıed that research on reading strategies has stated that the text 

structure of written discourse is one of the most important variables in comprehension 

and recall, and that learning and comprehension will be facilitated to the extent that the 

learner is able to employ the organizational pattern of a text (Van Dijk and Kintsch, 

1983; Kintsch and Yarbrough, 1982; Meyer, 1981, 1984, 1985; Taylor, 1982, 1984) 

On the other hand, Nutta11 (1998) exemplifıed the text like a do-it-yourself 

construction kit. The message in the writer's mind is the perfect piece offurniture. The 

process of separating this into its component parts and packing them in a box with 

instructions for reassembly is a little like a process of putting thoughts into words and 

organizing them into a coherent text. Areader tackling a text resembles the amateur 

furniture maker unpacking his do-it-yourself kit and trying to work out how the pieces 

fıt together. 

Meyer (1975) presented four types of text: time order, collections of descriptions, 

comparisons, and cause & effect. Hoey (1983) discussed the text types as problem

solution, general-particular, matching contrast, and hypothetical-real texts. Crombie 

(1985) who presented text types as problem-solution and topic-restriction-illustration 

type of text. Furthermore, Hedge (1988) presented text type categories as static 

descriptions, process descriptions, narratives, cause & effect, discussions, compare & 

contrast, classifıcations, defınitions, and reviews (cited in Paltridge, 1996:238) 

Different from the above categorization of the text types, Newmark (1988) 

explained the text types according to Bühler' s categorization: There are three main 

functions of language and these are expressive, informative (representation) and 

vocative (appeal). These functions are the main purposes of using language. The 

characteristic of the expressive text-types are: serious imaginative Iiterature, 

authoritative statements, autobiography, essays and personal correspondence. The 

format of an informative text is of ten standard s: textbook, a technical report, an article 
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in a thesis, minutes or agenda of a meeting. The typical vocative texts are instructions, 

publicity, propaganda, persuasive writing, popular tiction whose purpose is to sell the 

book!entertain the reader. 

Moreover Newmark (1988) distinguished four types of texts: narrative, 

description, discussion and dialogue. In this research this categorization of the texts 

will be taken as the base and the selection of the texts will be done according to this 

categorization. 

Willis (1981, p: 142) summarized the purpose of reading and kinds of reading 

materials which will be used in or outside of the classroom with a diagram. She 

answered the questions "read-why?" as for pleasure, survival, study or work and "read

what?" by giving many examples such as magazines, brochures, letters, headlines, 

dictionaries, charts, reports, time tables ete. 

2.1.5. Questioning and Question Types 

Nuttall (1988) defıned the purpose of questioning is to make students aware of the 

way language is used to convey meaning, and of the strategies readers can use to 

interpret texts. Getting students to answer question is one way for the teacher to get 

some access to what is going on in students' minds. Nuttall also added that it is 

important to have a classroom climate that encourages people to say what they really 

think while answering the reading text questions. 

Moreover Nuttall explained the type(s) of questions under six main titles: 

1. Questions of literal comprehension 

2. Questions involving reorganization or reinterpretation 

3. Questions of inference 

4. Questions of evaluation 

5. Questions of personal response 

6. Questions concemed with how writers say what they mean. 

Later Nuttall defıned the forms of questions: 

1. Y es/No Questions 

2. Altemative Questions 

3. Wh-Questions 
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4. How/Why Questions 

5. Open-ended Questions 

6. Multiple Choice Questions 

7. True/False Questions 

Chikalanga (1992) stated that many writers claim that "inference" is central to 

reading comprehension. A text is never totally explicit. Areader needstoknow how to 

comprehend the text; the reader must be able to make inferences. Moreover Chikalanga 

(1993) explained that inferencing is increasingly recognized as an essential component 

of the process of reading comprehension according to the psycholinguistic models of 

reading comprehension which postuiate that reading involves an interaction between 

textual information and prior knowledge of the reader. So me scholars (Trabasso, 1981; 

Mclntosh, 1985; Farr et al. 1986; Jahnston, 1983) posit that inferencing is central to 

comprehension since it involves in almost all reading tasks. Oakhill et all (1988) 

believed that inference questions are more important for assessing reading 

comprehension. 

As it is stated before subjects will be used inferencing as a means of guessing the 

reference of anaphoric usages in a text. 

2.2. Reference 

Vonk et al (1992) defıned that understanding text requıres interpreting the 

incoming information and integrating it with the previous discourse. Not only has a 

syntactic and sernantic analysis of the inearning sentence to be performed, but the 

information also needs to be related to the previous discourse. One of the ways in 

which sentences are connected is by reference to entities earlier in the text. Referential 

devices serve to map the information in the current sentence onto antecedents in the 

discourse representation. They identify the referent to which the current predicated 

information has to be attached. In general, languages have severallinguistic devices to 

refer to entities that occur in the discourse, e. g. zero anaphors, pronouns, names and 

defınite noun phrases. These expressions differ in lexical specifıcity and, accordingly, 

in identifıcational explicitness. 
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Halliday and Hassan (1 976) explained that "there are certain items in every 

language w hi ch have the property of reference, in the specifıc sen se in w hi ch we are 

using the term here; instead ofbeing interpreted semantically intheir own right, they 

make reference to something else for their interpretation". They al so defıned types of 

reference: 

1. Personals 

2. Demonstratives 

3. Comparatives 

Personal reference is reference by means of function in the speech situation, 

through the category of person. In this research the relation between anaphoric usage 

and personal reference will be evaluated in a context situation. 

2.2 Table 2 Personal References Diagram: Overview (Src:Halliday&Hassan; 1976) 

Sernantic Category Existential Possessive 

Grammatical Function Head Modifıer 

Class Noun/Pronoun Determiner 

I, me mıne my 

you yours your 

we, us ours o ur 

he, him his his 

she, her h ers his 

they, them theirs the ir 

it It s i ts 

one, ones one' s 
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Demonstrative reference is by means of location, on a scale of proximity. 

2.2 Table 3 Demonstrative References Diagram (Src:Halliday&Hassan; 1976) 

Sernantic Category Selective Non-selective 

Grammatical Function Modifıer/Head Adjunct Modifıer 

Class Determiner Adverb Determiner 

this, these, that, here, now, there, sh e 

those then 

The third one is comparatİ ve reference which is indirect reference by means of identity 

or similarity. 

2.2 Table 4 Comparative References Diagram (Src:Halliday&Hassan; 1976) 

Grammatical Function Modifıer: Deictic/Epithet 

Class Adjective 

General Types same, identical, equal, 

similar, additional, other, 

different, else 

Particular Types: better, more and comparative 

adjectives and quantifıers 

Halliday and Hassan also exemplifıed each ofthem: 

1. Three blind mice, three blind mice. 

See how they mn! See how they run! 

("they" refers to three blind mice) 

Submodifıer/ Adjunct 

Adverb 

identically, similarly. 

likewise, so, such, 

differently, otherwise 

so, more, less, equally 

2. Doctor Foster went to Gloucester ina shower ofrain. 

He stepped in a puddle right up to his middle and never went there again. 

("there" refers to Gloucester) 

3. There were two wrens upon a tree. 

Another came, and there were three 

("another" refers to wrens) 
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These items are directives indicating that information is to be retrieved from 

elsewhere. So much they have in comman with all cohesive elements. What 

characterizes this particular type of cohesion that, which we are calling reference, is the 

specifıc nature of the information that is signaled for retrieval. In the case of reference 

the information to be retrieved is the referential meaning, the identity of the particular 

thing or class of things that is being referred to; and the cohesion li es in the continuity 

of reference, where by the same thing enters into the discourse a second time. 

2.1 Table 5. Halliday & Hassan's Reference Types 

(SituaLnal) 

exophora 

Reference 

(Telal) 
endophora 

(to preceding text) 

cataphora 

(to fallawing text) 

anapbora 

As a general rule, reference items may be exophoric or endophoric; and, if 

endophoric, they may be anaphoric or cataphoric. 

Altwarg (200 1: 7) defıned and exemplifıed these terms as: 

ı. Exophora (in w hi ch the exophor refers to a referent outside of the discourse, such as 

something in the real world) 

E. g. Did you see the one that just drove by? 

2. Cataphora (in which the cataphor is associated with something which precedes it 

rather than follows it) 

E.g. Did you see it, the car just drove by? 

3. Anapbora (in which anaphor is co-referential with the antecedent) 

E.g. Did you see the car, it just drove by? 
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In this research it is going to be found out the effects of fınding anaphoric 

references in a text to answer the comprehension questions in a reading activity. The 

exophoric reference will not be taken into consideration. 

2.2.1. Anapbora 

From the available on-line sources the defınition of anaphora found as stated 

below: 

"Anaphora is the use of a word which refers to, or isa substitute for, a preceding 

word or group ofwords." (www.georgetown.edu) 

"Anaphora is co-reference (the reference in one expression to the same referent in 

another expression) of one expressions with its antecedent. The antecedent provides the 

information necessary for the expression's interpretation." (www.sil.org) 

Frajzyngier defined anaphora as "anaphor is a marker referring to a noun phrase, 

verb phrase, prepositional phrase, clause, or any other fragment of utterance previously 

mentionedin speech. (Cited in Fox, 2000: 171) 

Altwarg (2000) defıned the anaphora by giving the other linguistics' defınitions: 

"The term anaphora is used most commonly in theoreticallinguistics to denote any case 

where two neminal expressions one assigned the same referent valve or range (Reinhart, 

1999)". 

" ... the special case of cohesion where the meaning (sense and/or reference) of 
one item ina cohesive relationship (the anaphor) is, in isolation, somehow vague 
or incomplete, and can only properly be interpreted by considering of the other 
item(s) in the relationship (the antecedents)." (Carter, 1987) 

Later Altwarg (200 1) stated that anap ho ra is the phenomenon of a linguistic 

expression which acts as a substitute or reference to some other linguistic form, which 

generally precedes it and exemplifıed anaphora. For example 

"I like babies. They make me smile." (they= babies) 

The anaphor and antecedent are said to be co-referential; they refer to the same 
referent in the real world. In the example above, both 'babies' and 'they' refer to 
the real world entity 'babies'. The process of associating 'they' with 'babies' in 
the above sentence is anaphora resolution. The context in which the anaphor 
occurs is called the discourse. 
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"As for anaphora, Lyons accepts the view that it is really a matter of co-reference, 

to a referent that is already mentioned (or about to be mentioned) in the more-or-less 

immediate context (1 977:660)". (Cited in Fox, 2000: 171) 

In a simple defınition Heusinger and Egli stated that "anaphoric expressions can 

refer to antecedents in attitude context" (2000:8) 

Hirst defıned the anapbora from the computational perspective: the device of 

making in the discourse an abbreviated reference to some entity (or entities) in the 

expectation that the receiver will be able to disabbreviate the reference and thereby 

determine the entity (1981:4). The entity referred by the anaphoric expressian is called 

the antecedent. The relation between an anaphoric expressian and its antecedent is 

namedas co-reference. For example: 

"Last night, John went to a party. There, he met new friends." 

In this example, the noun phrase 'John' is used to refer to a real (or imaginary) 

world entity and the anaphoric expressian 'he' is used to refer to that very same entity. 

Therefore, they are co-referential, i.e., referring to same entity (cited in Ersan, 1994). 

Halliday (1985) placed anapboraina wider frame. He defıned reference as one of 

the four ways of creating cohesion. He stated that there are two types of reference: 

exophoric, referring out of the text to an item in the world ( e.g., look at that), and 

endophoric, referring to textual item. Endophoric references can be made in three ways: 

cataphora, anaphora, and homophora. Cataphora are the forward reference tools. For 

example, in the house that Jack built, the house refers forward to the specifying that 

Jack built. Anapbora are backward reference tools in Holliday's terminology, as in Jack 

built a house. It ... , where it refers back to house. Horoopbora are self-specifying 

references to an item of which there can only be one, or only one that makes sense in 

the context, e.g., The sun was shining. (Cited in Ersan, 1994) 

In Werth' s words anapbora defined as follows: "a sernantic relationship between 

one entity ( call it A), which may be linguistic or not, and another one ( call it B), which 

has to be linguistic, such that in some text world, B corresponds to A." (1984: 61) 

Moreover Dras (200 1) explained the reference and anapbora together. "Reference 

is a relationship between symbols and the world. A referring expressian is a linguistic 

form which refers to some referent. "And the anaphoric referring expressian is: 

• an abbreviated linguistic form 
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• where the entity referred to can only be determined by making use of 

contextual information 

• and not from the content ofthe linguistic form itself 

Quirk (1985) considered anaphora in the cantext of 'cohesion', by which they 

generally mean the process by which language marks "the connection between one idea 

and another, the overt linkage between conjunctions and conjunctions, and the covert 

linkage of co-reference and substitution w hi ch exists by virtue of pro-forms and ellipsis. 

(Cited in Altwarg, 2001) 

Moreover, Halliday and Hassan (1976) considered anaphora in the cantext of 

cohesion. They said that "Cohesion occurs where the interpretation of so me element in 

the discourse is dependent on that of another. The one presupposes the other ... " 

(Halliday, 1976: 4). They also called this dependency a 'tie'. Halliday and Hassan 

further defined cohesion as a sernantic concept, "The concept of cohesion is a sernantic 

one; it refers to relations of meaning that exist within a text, and define it as a text" 

(Halliday, 1976: 5) They noted that structure and form may be capable of showing 

cohesion, but make clear that the primary tie is a sernantic one. 

Dras (200 1: ll) defined the kinds of anaphora und er three titles. These are: 

ı. Pronominal Anaphora: 

A cat walked into the room. 

[] was wearing a red collar. 

2. Definite Noun Phrase Anaphora: 

A.gt and a dog walked into the room. 

jThe ca~ was wearing a red callar 

3. One-Anaphora: 

A cat and a dog walked into the room. 

The cat was wearing a red callar and the dog was wearing la blue on~. 

Webher (1979) also divided anaphora into three-types: definite pronouns, one

anaphora and verb phrase ellipsis. Somehow all the defınitions and the types of 

anaphora divisions are similar to each other among the other linguists. 
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In simple terms Altwarg (2000) defıned that anapbora are generally thought of as 

pronoun references to objects which follow the fırst appearance of a noun. There are a 

number ofdifferent defınitions ofanaphora. In "Varieties of Anaphora", Krahmer and 

Piwek (Krahmer, 2000) supply several: 

"The term anapbora is used most commonly in theoretical linguistics to denote 

any case where two neminal expressions are assigned the same referential value or 

range." (Reinhart, 1999) 

" ... the special case of cohesion where the meaning (sense and/or reference) of 

one item ina cohesive relationship (the anaphor) is, in isolation, somehow vague or 

incomplete, and can only properly be interpreted by considering the meaning of the 

other item(s) in the relationship (the antecedents)."(Carter, 1987) Krahmer and Piwek 

themselves propose the following as characteristic properties of anaphora: 

• anapbora involve dependency on cantext for interpretation 

• anapbora depend on antecedents for interpretation 

• antecedents generally precede anapbora (but not always) 

• an anaphor and its antecedent are coreferential as discourse representations 

(.Krahmer, 2000) 

In this research the anaphoric pronouns will be evaluated among the other types 

of anaphora. Subjects will be wanted to fınd out the pronouns used as anapbora (or 

which has the anaphoric reference) ina given text. 

2.2.2 Studies on the Area 

Within the Fox editorial "Studies on Anaphora" Abraham aimed to show that his 

study 'The Discourse-referential and Typological Motivation of Pronominal 

Procliticization vs. Encliticization' the occurrence of procliticization vs. encliticization 

was motivated by the basic ord er of the main parts of speech in the clause. He cl aimed 

that "the two elitic orders are predictable order-typologically: V-marginal languages 

(SOY as well as VSO) will have enclitics, while SVO will develop proclitics -all to the 

extent that such languages exhibit this type of reduced pronominal in the fırst place. 
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For V-marginal languages, Welsh, Dutch and German are discussed, for the SVO

languages French and Romanian are discussed in this study" (Cited in Fox, 2000:1 ). 

In Clancy' s research named Referential Strategies and the Co-Construction of 

Argument Structure in Korean Acquisition, it is defıned that she will analyze the 

conversational sequences in which different argument structure realizations arise in 

Korean mother-child interaction in order to demonstrate the potential role of referential 

strategies in discourse. 

"In language like English, the child who hcars a sentcncc with a predicate 
typically receives direct linguistic evidence about the argumcnt structurc of that 
predicate (Pink:er, 1989; 257). In languages that use anaphoric pronouns, it ınay 
be easier for children to map their conceptual representation of a situation to a 
sernantic representation of the verb's argument structure, as Pinker has proposed 
(1984: 294-301, 1989: 253-257). In languages with a high frequency of zero 
anaphora, however it is 1ess likely that children can recover the argument 
structure of a predicate simply by observing the non-verbal situation 
(Rispoli1989)." (Cited in Fox, 2000:34) 

Cumming and Ono focused on the factors which shape the space in which a 

speaker formulates noun phrase references to recurring referents, paying particular 

attention to the question of ho w and when this space is constructed in their study titled 

as Lexical Structures of Reference in Consumer Reports Article (Cited in Fox, 

2000:69). 

In Downing's research, Proper Names as a Referential Option in English 

Conversation, which is based on English conversational data, should be seen as an 

initial attempt to remedy this gap in our understanding of the array of the referential 

options available to speakers of English according to the researcher defınition. She 

discussed several cognitive, social, and discourse-structural factors which affect the use 

ofproper namesfor human referents in conversation (Cited in Fox, 2000:95). 

Ford and Fox stated the goal of their study named Interactional Motivations for 

Reference Formulation as to answer "what factors would induce a speaker to start with 

one more economical anaphoric device and then change to another less economical one, 

shifting from pronoun to full NP, ina single utterance" question. (Fox, 2000:145) 

In the research of Demonstratives in Narrative Discourse, Himmelmann reported 

some of the problems encountered in an attempt to answer these questions: "Which 

uses of demonstratives may be safely assumed as universally attested in natural 
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languages? Which is language specifıc?" The focus was on the fırst part of the 

question; i.e. the universal aspect. (Fox, 2000:205) 

Clein-Andreu dealed with the question of development of elements used 

anaphorically, and in particular with the paradigm example of the evolution of Romance 

third-person clitics from forms of the Latin demonstrative ILLE in her study. (Fox, 

2000:305) 

The researcher, Langacker defıned that his research 'Conceptual Grouping and 

Pronominal Anaphora' builded on Van Hoek's foundational study by exploring 

pronoun-antecedent relationships in sentences involving "special" phenomena such as 

genericity, quantifıer scope, and restrictions on the location of a pronoun vis-a-vis its 

antecedent are best deseribed in terms of canceptual confıgurations. (Fox, 2000:333) 

In Lichtenberk's study Patterns of Anaphora in To'aba'ita Narrative Discourse it 

is defıned that the central concern of this research was the question of how the main 

anaphoric strategies (excluding zero anaphora) are in To'aba'ita narrative discourse, in 

particular in those circumstances where more than one strategy is grammatically 

available. (Fox., 2000:379) 

In Tao's research titled as Topic Discontinuity and Zero Anaphora in Chinese 

Discourse, the occurrence of zero anaphora in Mandarin Chinese discourse and the 

possible cognitive strategies Chinese speaker rely on to process discourse with abundant 

use of zero anaphora was evaluated. The study proposed the argument that in certain 

discourse environments, a zero may be used to signal the retum of the current 

discussion to a previously mentioned discourse referent, a referent that is not in the 

immediately preceding discourse. 

Kibrik (2000:255) made a research on anaphora in Russian a narrative. His 

research name is Russian Narrative Prose: A Cognitive Calculative Account. In this 

study Kibrik tried to propose a model of referential device selection in a sample of 

Russian written narrative prose. He defıned that he had tried to propose a cognitively 

oriented model of anaphora: 

"The key concept underlying the phenomenon of anaphoric 
pronominalizability is that of referent activation, that is a referent' s presence in 
the active meınory of the speaker as well as the addressee... In the genre of 
discourse selected in this study-third person narrative written prose-all 
activation can come only from previous discourse andfor stable features of 
referents, so the processes of activation and deactivation can be fairly 



effectively controlled. . . . . In principle, current activation of a referent can 
rcsult from two causes: the fact that the refercnt was attended to at the previous 
moment of time or the referent was already active at the previous moment of 
time. In this study, I have found evidence only for the first one" (p: 282-283) 
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Heusinger and Egli in their research Reference and the Semantics of Anaphora 

defıned that the relation between the concept of reference and inference is investigated 

by Jaraslov Peregrin article' s "Reference and Inference: The Case of Anaphora" as in 

this way: 

"He argues that reference is parasitic on inference, and not vice versa, as this 
commonly assumed. Peregrin divides his argument into two parts. In the first 
part he provides an overview of the development of logical tools which have 
been employed in the course of the analysis of referring expressions, such as 
definite and (specific) indefinite singular terrns. In the second part he turns to 
the discussion of the nature of such explications, and considers the question of 
whether a representational view of language is necessary. Peregrin shows that 
anaphoric pronouns are merely indicators (markers, slots) for singular terrus 
already used. These indicators are necessary for inferences between sentences 
that are linked by anaphoric relations" (cited in Heusinger and Egli, 2000:10) 

Garrod and Sanford (1977) defıned that in anaphoriclly related sentences the 

degree of sernantic distance between categories and instances of that category affected 

reading time. Moreover McKoon and Ratcliff in their study anaphoric reference stated 

that: 

"We have presented data that strong support to a model of simple inference 
processes (Clarke, 1978; Kintsch & Vipond, 1978). The model assumes that 
inference involves three component processes. First, a concept to be inferred has 
to be accessed in memory. Second, the concept, along with its associated 
propositions, has to be activated (i.e., brought into working memory.) Third, the 
information responsible for the activation has to be connected to the concept and 
its associated propositions and then the result stored in long-term ıneınory." 

Fishman (1978) stated the presence ofanaphoric references and NP (noun phrase) 

organizers (which may serve as cohesive ties linking separate sentences into unified 

paragraphs) affect paragraph comprehension and reading time. Based on Halliday and 

Hasan' s theory of textual cohesion, she explained that anaphoric references and noun 

phrase organizers may serve as cohesion ties linking separate sentences into unified 

paragraphs. In her research 119 students read 12 experimental paragraphs which 

altemately incorporated NP organizers and references, and completed a multiple -

choice recognition test. She explained that "variance analysis indicated that only the 

NP condition is significant, its influence is due to its position in the paragraph 

condition" 
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McKoon and Ratcliff (ı980) examined the inference processes involved in 

anaphoric reference in three experiments. In the fırst two experiments an activation 

procedure used in which the subject read a paragraph sentence by sentence then 

presented with a single test word from the fırst sentence of the paragraph for 

recognition. The results showed that an anaphor activates both its referent and concepts 

in the same proposition as its referents. In the third experiment a priming technique 

used to show that the referent and a concept in the same proposition as the anaphor are 

connected in the long-term memory representation of a text. These results were 

discussed in terms of a simple three-process model of anaphoric inference (Clark, ı 978; 

Kintsch and Vipond, ı 978). In the fırst experiment the results showed that an anaphor 

activated its referent, in the second experiment it is found that an anaphor activates 

co ncepts in propositions associated with the referent. The results of the last experiment 

showed that information that caused activation of a referent was connected to the 

referent was connected to the referent in long-term memory. 

Gotsdanker-Willekens (ı 98 ı) investigated the interference of certain anaphoric 

expressions (pronouns) on eight graders' reading comprehension. The number of 

students was ı 03 and they were adınİnistered cloze test s of anaphoric comprehension in 

which the pronouns were replaced by appropriate referents. She defıned that "results 

suggest that the use of anaphoric expressions in some instances will interfere with eight 

graders' reading comprehension". 

Hickman and Hendriks (ı999) defıned the aim of their study was to determine 

universal vs. language-specifıc aspects of chil dren' s ability to organize cohesive 

anaphoric relations in discourse. In this research subjects of four ages (preschoolers, 

seven-year-olds, ten-year-olds, and adults) in four languages (English, German, French 

and Mandarin Chinese) were examined. The attention was placed on the impact of 

syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic factors in determining the uses of referring 

expressions and of word ord er in the maintenance of reference to the animate characters. 

They concluded that the development of anapbora is determined by universal pragmatic 

principles and by language specifıc properties characterizing how languages map 

discourse-internal and sentence-internal functions onto the same forms. 

Chin Lung et al (ı999) stated that studies of English have shown that reduced 

referential expressions (e.g. pronouns) contribute more to discourse coherence than do 
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unreduced expressions (e.g. proper names). To teach the generality of these fındings, 

they applied a series of reading-time studies conducted to examine the processing of 

core reference in Chinese discourse. The researchers defıned that the results obtained 

for Chinese were similar to those obtained previously for English. Furthermore, 

comparisons of the comprehension of overt pronouns and zero pronouns showed that 

the types of reduced referring expressions contribute equally to discourse coherence for 

the ki nd s of passages studied in the experiments. 

Levine et al (2000) explained that implicit in the study of anaphors has been the 

assumption that anaphoric inferences must be resolved for a text to be coherent. In this 

experiment, they investigated this assumption. Using recognition and reading time 

measures, they found that antecedents (e.g. tart) were not accessed when an anaphor 

( e.g. dessert) was read if the antecedent was well back grounded and if a highly salient 

same-category distract or (e.g. cake) intervened between the anaphor and its antecedent. 

They concluded that when an antecedent is diffıcult to retrieve, and when the failure to 

connect an anaphor to its antecedent does not create a coherence break, readers may 

simply read on rather than devating additicnal time and attention to identifying the 

antecedent. 

Oakhill (1982, 1984) defıned that "Young children's reading comprehension skill 

ıs associated with their ability to draw inferences." In their experiment Cain and 

Oakhill (1999) investigated the directian of inferential failure. In their research three 

groups of children participated: Same-age skilled and less skilled comprehenders, and a 

comprehension-age match group. The results indicated that the ability to make 

inferences was not a by-product of good reading comprehension, rather that good 

inference skills are a plausible cause of good reading comprehension ability. The 

researchers concluded that failure to make inferences could not be attributed to lack of 

relevant general knowledge. Instead, the pattem of errors indicated that differences in 

reading strategy were the most likely source ofthese groups' differences. 

Broek et al (200 1) investigated the effects of readers' goals on inference 

generatian and memory for expository text. 82 colleges students read texts for the 

purpose of either study or entertainment. The researchers defıned that reading goal 

strongly influenced inferential activity: Readers with a study goal produced more 

coherence-building inferences, where as readers with an entertainment goal produced 
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more associations and evaluations. The results indicated that inference generatian 

during reading is partly strategic and is influenced systematically by reading purpose. 

The researchers proposed that reading goals influence readers' standards of coherence, 

which in turn influence the types of inferences that they draw and the fınal memory 

representations that they construct. 

When we consider the text-types effect on language competence and reading, 

Horiba (2000) conducted an investigation with native and nonnative readers of Japanese 

who thought aloud during reading and later recalled. In this research two types of text s 

(stories and essays) and 2 types oftasks (read freely and read for coherence) were used. 

It was found that native readers generated more backward inferences and general 

knowledge associations for essays and more forward inferences for stories; when 

reading an essay for coherence native readers generated more backward inferences, 

more comments on text structure, and fewer general knowledge associations. On the 

other hand nonnative readers generated more elaborative inferences and more comments 

on text structure for essays; and nonnative readers did not process an essay differently 

between when reading it freely and when reading it for coherence. The researcher 

suggested that native readers engage in different modes of processing according to text 

type and task, where as nonnative readers' processing is strategic but inefficient, 

especially with more demanding text. 

In Martinez (200 1) research she stated that her study investigated the use text 

structure as a tool to facilitate and improve EFL students' comprehension of a text 

written in a foreign language. It explained the results of an experimental study carried 

out to analyze the relationship between the use of rhetorical organization that a text 

employs, and the comprehension and reproduction of information of the text, also. The 

researcher defıned that it is only when reproduction and conscious recognition coincide 

in the reader, which the structure has a positive effect on reading comprehension and 

reproduction of the information presented ina text. When the reader does not recognize 

the organization of the text, this structure does not affect the reader' s performance. And 

she concluded that making readers aware of the rhetorical organization becomes the 

fırst eriterian for an approach to structure as a teaching instrument. 

Warden (1976) examined young children's ability to use the indefınite article to 

introduce a referent to a context of discourse and the defınite article to refer to an 
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already-introduced referent. Variation in the co n text of the speaker' s referring 

expressions is chil dren' s failure to take account of their audience' s knowledge of a 

referent. 

Wong ( 1993) stated that the ai m of the study was to investigate the relationship 

between students' control over the use of linguistic devices that contribute to textual 

cohesion and coherence in their writing and their ability to understand and interpret 

texts. Results of this study indicated that subjects who demonstrated a good command 

of the sources oftextually, including cohesion and coherence, intheir writing tended to 

be profıcient in reading and interpreting text as well. This lends support to the notion 

that cohesion, coherence and other sources of textually play a signifıcant and reciprocal 

role in the ability to read and write text. 

Song (1998) explained that this study evaluate the use of strategy training for 

reading in an ongoing university foreign language reading classroom. The training 

method was modifıed from the procedure developed by Brown and Palinesar (1984), 

which involved four concrete reading strategies: summarizing, questioning, clarifying, 

and predicting. The results showed that strategy training is effective in enhancing EFL 

reading, and that the effectiveness of the training varies with L2 reading profıciency. 

The results also indicated that students' performance on certain types of reading 

comprehension questions is improved by the training method. These fındings suggested 

that foreign language reading pedagogy, especially for adult students in academic 

settings, should include explicit and direct strategy teaching. The fındings of the study 

showed that the reading strategy training does improve EFL college students' reading 

profıciency. Furthermore, the study demonstrated that less able readers might benefıt 

more from the training than more able readers. The amount of gains made by the low 

and the intermediate reading profıciency group was found to be much greater than that 

made by the high profıciency reading group. Finally, the study revealed that the 

students' ability of grasping main ideas and of making inferences from given passages 

was signifıcantly enhanced. These fındings suggested that strategies can be taught, 

which will help EFL tertiary students improve their reading comprehension ability. 

Boming (1991) exemplifıed two important studies, one by British scholar L. John 

Chapman and one by Judith Irwin, and make clear the importance of cohesion to 

reading and comprehending. The fındings demonstrated, fırst, that the perception of 
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cohesive relations in text develops over time as students mature as readers. Moreover, 

increasing the level of cohesion in text improves reading comprehension as measured 

by reading time and recall of content . 

Kim ( 1999) examined the patterns and functions of logical connectives and lexical 

cohesions in argumentative texts of Korean and English, and to compare the use 

frequency and distribution of the cohesive devices in texts. The analysis of this study 

was based on the cohesion model of Halliday and Hasan (1985, 1976). The major 

fındings were as follows: the differences in frequency of logical connectives in intra

sentences, synonymy, and antonymy are found to be statistically signifıcant. However, 

there were no signifıcant differences in the remaining cohesive devices. 

In Chen and Cornish's (1997) pilot study of EFL writers' use of anaphoric 

cohesion (Halliday and Hasan 1976) in prompted essays were examined. Eight samples 

were analyzed for personal pronoun use in terms of Fox's (1986; 1987) constraints of 

previous mention in the claim, and crossing "structurally non-complex" clauses. The 

holistic scoring of both samples suggests that violations of anaphoric use affect reader 

interpretation of the essays; those that violated the constraints were those with lower 

scores in both samples. The goal of determining whether there are grounds for a further 

investigation into both the use of anaphors by EFL writers and possible effects of 

violations of that useona reader has been reached. With a much larger sample, patterns 

can be found which would help us to help EFL students to learn American English 

writing conventions. 

Vonket al (1992) stated that referential expressions that refer to entities that occur 

to a text differ in lexical specifıcity. It is claimed that ifthese anaphoric expressions are 

more specifıc than necessary for their identifıcational function, they not only relate the 

current information to the intended referent, but also contribute to the expressian of the 

thematic structure of the discourse and to the comprehension of the thematic structure. 

In their two controlled production experiments, it is demonstrated that thematic shifts 

are produced when one has to make use of such an overspecifıed expression, and that 

overspecifıed referential expressions are produced when one has to formuiate a thematic 

shift. In the second part, in comprehension experiments, they used a probe recognition 

technique, it is shown that an overspecifıed referential expressian decreases the 

availability of information contained in a sentence that precedes the overspecifıcation. 
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This fınding is interpreted in terms of thematic structuring function of referential 

expressions in the understanding of discourse. To sum up they concluded that there isa 

close relation between anaphoric expressions and discourse structure. 



CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Introduction 

This study aims to investigate the effects of identifying anaphoric references in 

reading text on answering the comprehension questions. In other words, it indented to 

find out whether anaphoric references in a text may help the students to answer the 

comprehension questions correctly or not. To reach this aim the results of experimental 

group which found the anaphoric references in a text and control group were compared. 

In this chapter, fırstly setiing and subjects are presented. Second, detailed 

information about the reading text is given. Third, the data collection procedure is 

explained and fınally data analysis is presented. 

3.2. Research Design 

Intermediate learners of English as a foreign language read many texts in their 

course book (English Course for Turks), and after reading the text, students in 

experimental and control group wanted to answer comprehension questions which are 

related to both the reading text and the grammatical subject that they learn in this unit, 

so the students both practice the new grammatical topic and read the texts. In this study 

the comprehension questions ofthese reading texts were changed by the help ofEnglish 

teachers. The data collected through the narrative text and dialogue which were taken 

from subjects' course-book. 
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3.3. Setting and Participants 

Fifty ninth grade intermediate level students from Hoca Ahmed Yesevi High 

School were chosen as the subjects of this study. They were taking English dasses as 

compulsory lesson in this grade of the high school. The students who come to this 

school have same foreign language educational backgrounds because all of them 

attended the govemment schools before they attended the same curriculum. Moreover, 

in order to check their profıciency in English the Placement Test which is used in 

Anadolu University Prep-school was applied (see Appendix B), and when their scores 

were compared, it was seen that the students' English level was approximately the 

same. Their scores were between 45 and 68 (see Appendix C). Half of the students 

were attending class 9-P and other half class 9-L. According to Ministry of Education 

curriculum, the dasses were designed to give emphasis on mostly to grammar teaching; 

there were no listening· or writing activities in their course design or course-book. 

Speaking was also limited with the classroom language. As a reading skill, students 

must use their course book, English Course for Turks. Both of the dasses have four 

lessons in a week. So they were also equal in terms of teacher, course book and 

classroom hours. 

29 of the subjects were mal e, 21 were female. The age range of all the subjects 

was between 15 and 16, and all the subjectsin this study studied English in fourth and 

fıfth grade of primary school and secondary school for three years. 25 of the subjects 

were in the experimental group and 25 of them were in the control group of this study. 

These fıfty students who are the subjects of this study were chosen by comparing their 

Placement Test results among 134 students. Because this test was applied to four 

different dasses in order to choose the subjects of the study. 

3.4. The Pre-test 

A pre-test was employed in order to see the subjects' knowledge in both groups 

prior to the instruction. As it is stated before, for the pre-test text selection the subjects' 

course-book was used. A narrative and a dialogue text were taken and twenty 

comprehension questions w ere prepared for each of the texts. These texts were c ho sen 
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from the latest parts of the units in order to prevent the students to see or read these 

texts before applying the pre-test. Each text tried to test the participants' ability of 

answering comprehension questions, also. Moreover, in order to ensure the reliability 

ofthe correct answers, these questions have multiple-choices. Before applying the pre

test to both of the groups this test was used in another classroom and the English 

teachers also checked this test and its scores. 

Before applying the pre-tests to the subjects, Placement Test was also used as a 

pre-test to see the level of students in English profıciency level and their results showed 

that both control and experimental groups were at the same level (see Appendix C). 

The comprehension questions were not taken from the course book activities. 

They were prepared by the researcher and some of the English teachers who were 

working in the same school. After the tests had been designed and developed, these 

English teachers checked them again. 

3.5. Classroom Procedure in the Experimental Group 

The subjects were informed about the activities in English classes. They would 

learn grammar of English and have reading lessons at the same time. In reading 

lessons, they would have a change of practicing reading more than grammar. All the 

reading passages will be given as handouts and after they do the exercises, these 

handouts taken back in order to see the progress of the students. 

Moreover, the experimental group subjects were informed about anaphoric 

references in a text and they were also led to use marking technique in order to see the 

relations between the anaphora and the preceding noun. While doing these exercises, 

they practice making inferences and using clues in the given text by the help of 

researcher. 

After introducing the classroom procedure, the pre-test was applied to the 

subjects. Later the test was collected and in the following weeks the experimental 

group students informed the use of anaphoric references and led them to use marking 

technique on the given texts in order to see the relations of anapbora and the preceding 

no un. Five of these texts w ere narrative and fıve of them were dialogue. After they had 

written their answers on the handouts, the handouts were given to the researcher and as 
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a whole class they gave the answers orally. It was observed that most of the answers 

are right. These steps were continued until the post-test appliance. By the help ofthese 

activities, subjects learned how to make relation between anaphoric references and 

comprehension questions, how to look for clues for anaphoric references in a context. 

3.6. Classroom Procedure in the Control Group 

Like experimental group subjects, control group subjects were informed about the 

classroom procedures of English fesson for the new term. They would read texts and 

continue to learn grammar of English. All the steps were told to the control group, as 

well. 

The pre-tests and the other related activities were the same with the experimental 

group; the only difference was the control group students were not trained on anaphoric 

references in the given texts. They only read the given texts and answered the 

comprehension questions. 

As experimental group subjects did, the control group subjects wrote their 

answers on their handouts and later they were collected by the researcher. They did the 

exercises and later the correct answers were given all together after the handouts were 

collected. 

3. 7. The Post-test 

The post-test (see Appendix A) was given four weeks Iater the pre-test. The aim 

of the post-test was measuring the subjects of experimental group progress on 

answering the comprehension questions. The test was just the same as the pre-test 

which was employed at the beginning of the research. The performances ofthe subjects 

were graded out of 1 00 points for each of the texts. 
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3.8. Materials 

3.8.1. Text Selection and Test 

This research was applied in one of the govemment high school and the 

researcher also worked in that school. So the materials must be appropriate to the 

subjects' course design. Because, they must follow a comman curriculum which is 

approved by the Ministry of Education. U nder these limitations, the reading text s were 

chosen from the course book. As it was stated before, Newmark (1988) categorized text 

types into four: Narrative, Descriptive, Discussion and Dialogues. This categorization 

was taken into consideration in this research and according to these text types, in the 

subjects' course book there were only the narrative and dialogue texts. The other two 

types were not. During the research, these two types were used as a reading text. 

These reading texts were taken from the course book and written separately on 

handouts. Because for the pre and post tests the comprehension questions were added. 

Moreover research has provided evidence for the im portance of background knowledge 

in reading. First of all, background knowledge is prominent in the readability of a text. 

Prior familiarity with the topic facilitates reading comprehension and enhances 

language recognition, concept recall, and inferential reasoning (Swaffar, 1988; Day, 

1994). So the subjects should not know the texts that they were reading were from their 

course book or the order of texts in their book. They might see them only in the 

classroom for the fırst time and at the same time with their friends. It is better to defıne 

that in order to keep the students motivated, some texts were given as reading quiz and 

some ofthem as reading activity. 

As a pre-test, one dialogue and one narrative text were used (see Appendix A) in 

both of the groups. Later, as a reading activity the other reading texts were given to the 

subjects and some comprehension questions were added to these texts (see Appendix 

D). The same text was read in control group but their activities were limited with the 

comprehension questions. As a last step, the post-test was applied to these groups (see 

Appendix A) and the results of pre-test and post-test were compared. The results were 
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stated in data-analysis part of this research. For all reading texts 45 minutes class 

period was given to the subjects to read the text and answer the questions. 

3.9. Procedure of Data Collection 

After applying the pre-test, the procedure of the experiment had four stages: 

Firstly, subjects have two double English dasses in a week and for the fırst day they had 

grammar lessons. At the beginning of the second class students were warned to have 

their colorful pencils for marking the anaphoric references. They were led to fınd these 

references by the help of comprehension questions. Later the reading text was given to 

the subjects and they read it silently. After they fınished their reading, some volunteer 

were read it loudly again. While reading the text, students warned to mark the 

anaphoric references. Secondly, they answered the comprehension questions, subjects 

wrote all their answers on their reading texts handouts and these handouts were 

collected by the teacher. In the second lesson, the questions were written by the teacher 

on the board and subjects answered them orally. 

3.10. Data Analysis 

3.10.1. Scoring Procedure 

In subjects' course book there were only two types of texts and these were 

dialogues and narratives. So, as a pre-test, subjects have totally 40 questions for the 

dialogue and narrative texts. Each ofthe questions had 2.5 points. In the post-test the 

scoring system was the same. The correct answers of the comprehension questions 

were analyzed by so me of the English teachers of Hoca Ahmed Y esevi High School. 

The score of the subjects in the pre-test for both dialogue and narrative, and the post-test 

were calculated separately in the same manner. Each text was graded out of 100 points 

and the correct answer had 2.5 points. This procedure was applied for the comparison 

ofpre and post tests scores. To evaluate the effects oftext types to this procedure, the 

narrative and dialogue texts scores evaluated separately. This time each of the 

questions had 5 points, because the number of the questions was 20 for each text. 

1!~1 .•. '. .: •. " .. : .... : .•...•• ' ..... .. 
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3.1 0.2. Statistical Analysis 

In the pre-test there were 40 questions; 20 of them for the dialogue and 20 of the m 

for the narrative text. The results of these questions between the experimental and 

control group were compared and t-test was used to examine the signifıcance of 

differences between the pre and post tests. The results were compared and analyzed in 

the next part of this research; in analysis of result and discussion part. The grades 

obtained from the pre-test and post-test were listed. Then, the results were statistically 

analyzed. The t-test was applied in order to reveal if there is any progress after the 

research. The results were examined in terms of pre-test results of both experimental 

and control groups for dialogue and narrative text. The difference between the pre-test 

and post-test results of the two group s and the different text types results were given in 

detail. (See Results and Discussion, Chapter 4) 



CHAPTER4 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Introduction 

This study aims to identify the effects of anaphoric references before the students 

answer the given comprehension questions. Therefore, it is aimed to examine whether 

identifying the use of anaphoric references can be helpful to answer the comprehension 

questions better or not. 

In this c hapter the analysis of the data gathered from 50 subjects studying English 

as a foreign language will be considered. 

The analysis of data will deal with the pre-test and post-test results of both 

experimental and control groups, their results will be compared. In the next part, the 

results of pre-test scores of dialogue text and its post-test scores are given. In the last 

part the pre-test and post-test scores narrative text for the two groups are given, too 

4.2. Pre-Test and Post-Test Results of the Experimental and Control Groups 

In this part of the unit, the results of pre and post test s for both of the group s given 

and explained. 

Table 6: Pre-Test Results of Experimental and Control Groups 

N M ean Std. Dev. df t p 

Experimental Gr. 25 54,2800 7,3401 

48 -,368 0,05 

Control Gr. 25 55,0400 7,2542 

T-table =1, 67 
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As seenin this table, scores ofboth groups obtained from the pre-test results show 

the English proficiency level of the subjects. The mean scores of both groups' 

difference is O, 76. In order to see the meaning of this difference, t-test was applied and 

the result 0,368 was found. This result according to the value oft is lower than 1, 67. 

So this shows us the difference between the experimental and control groups are nearly 

the same. In other words, before the research there was no difference between the 

levels of two groups was found. In order to see that whether there was a difference in 

terms of statistical results of experimental and control groups' mean scores, t-test was 

applied. S ince the value of t was less than the t-table value, it was found that there is 

not a significant difference between the experimental and control groups. 

Table 7: Post-Test Results of Experimental and Control Groups 

N M ean Std. Dev. df t p 

Experimental Gr. 25 71,3200 12,1028 

48 2,372 0,05 

Control Gr. 25 63,8000 10,2347 

T-table =1, 67 

The number of students stayed unchanged. The mean score of the experimental 

group is 71, 32, the control group is 63, 80. Thus, the mean difference oftwo groupsis 

7, 52. It shows that there isa difference between thegroupsin terms of post-test results. 

It means that students in experimental group had progress than the control group during 

the treatment. That is to say, finding the anaphoric reference in a given text and 

identifying their relations between the preceding nouns may help the students to answer 

the comprehension questions. Moreover the value oft was higher than the t-table value, 

it was found that there is a significant difference between the experimental and control 

groups. 



4.3. Comparison of Dialogue Text in terms of Pre and Post Tests Results of 

Experimental and Control Groups 
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Before this part of the u nit the results of pre and post tests scores given in detail 

and evaluated in general terms. The scores of these tests also explained for the 

experimental and control group one by one in different tables. As it is stated before, in 

order to see the effects of text types to this process, the results are divided for both of 

the texts and graded with 5 points for each ofthe questions of number which was 20. In 

this part only the results of dialogue type of text are given. 

Table 8: Comparison of Dialogue Text in terms of Pre-Test Results of 

Experimental and Control Groups 

N M ean Std. Dev. df. t 

Experimental Gr. 25 57,0000 9,1287 

48 -,149 

Control Gr. 25 57,4000 9,8022 

T-table=1, 67 

p 

0,05 

The results in this table indicate that the students in both of the groups got the 

same results at the pre-test of the dialogue text. This also proved that the subjects in 

two groups were at the same Ievel before they begin to the research. In order to prove 

that whether there was a difference in terms of statistical results or not, t-test was 

applied to both of the groups results. The value of the t was less than the tab le value 

and this means that there was not a signifıcant difference between the experimental and 

control groups' mean scores. 



Table 9: Comparison of Dialogue Text in terms of Post-Test Results of 

Experimental and Control Groups 

N M ean Std. Dev. df t 

Experimental Gr. 25 74,8000 13,0288 
48 2,160 

Control Gr. 25 67,2000 9,8022 

T-table=l, 67 
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p 

0,05 

When we look at the results of dialogue text post-test results for both of the 

groups, it can be seen that both of the group s scores increased in terms of the dialogue 

text. These groups mean scores difference is 7, 60. This indicates that the sixteen class

hour treatment had a positive effect on experimental group learners' answering 

comprehension questions of dialogue text and they have practiced the use of anaphoric 

references. As it is seen the scores of control group learners were not too low in the 

post-test of dialogue. This may mean that this type of text of the course book and its 

exercises were not difficult to do for the intermediate level student. However there is a 

signifıcant difference between the experimental and control groups' mean scores 

between the pre and post tests. 

4.4. Comparison of Narrative Text in terms ofPre and Post Tests Results of 

Experimental and Control Groups 

The effects of narrative type of text and its scores are given under this title of the 

unit. Again the number of the questions is 20 and each of the questions has 5 points as 

in the dialogue text. 



Table 10: Comparison of Narrative Text in terms ofPre-Test Results of 

Experimental and Control Groups 

N M ean Std. Dev. df t 

Experimental Gr. 25 51,6000 6,2450 

48 0,369 

Control Gr. 25 51,0000 5,2042 
T-table=l, 67 
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p 

0,05 

The results in this table show that thesubjectsin two groups got the same results 

at the pre-test of the narrative text. As in the dialogue text this means that the students 

in both of the group s w ere at the same level at the beginning of this research. In order 

to prove that whether there was a difference in terms of statistical results, t-test was 

applied and it is found that there was not a significant difference between the two 

groups' mean scores. 

Table ll: Comparison of Narrative Text in terms of Post-Test Results of 

Experimental and Control Groups 

N M ean Std. Dev. df t 

Experimental Gr. 25 67,4000 11,7367 

48 2,526 

Control Gr. 25 59,8000 9,4074 
T -tab le= I, 67 

p 

0,05 

In tab le ll the results of narrative text post-test scores of experimental and control 

groups can be seen. When these scores are compared with the pre-test results of 

narrative text, both of the groups' scores increased. As in the post-test of dialogue text, 

the sixteen class-hour treatment had a positive effect on experimental group learners' 

answering comprehension questions of narrative text. Moreover the students have 

practiced the use of anaphoric references in narrative text. 
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The students in control group al so showed so me progress but the reason of this 

can be that their profıciency level may increase day by day by the help of reading texts. 

So, it can be stated that students can answer the comprehension questions by the help of 

different reading texts. 
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FIGURE 1 Pre-test and Post-test Results of the Control and Experimental 

Groups in Dialogue 
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FIGURE 2 Pre-test and Post-test Results of the Control and Experimental 

Groupsin Narrative Text 

4.5. Summary of the Results 

48 

When the results are summarized, it is noticed that the mean score difference 

between the pre and post tests results for experimental group is 17, 03 and it is 8, 76 for 

the control group. W e can say that the students of experimental group showed good 

progress than the control group. When we compare the results of pre tests for both of 

the groups, it is concluded as O, 76. This statistical result tells that there is not a 

signifıcant difference between the two groups in terms of their English level, which is 

also proven by the help of placement test, at the beginning of the research. The post

test scores of both groups difference is 7, 52. This statistical result tells that the 

difference between these two groups is much meaningful than the pre-test scores. This 

m ean s these two group s or one of them had a progress during the period of application. 

When the results of pre and post scores were compared for the experimental and control 

groups, it can be said that the students in experimental group has a good progress 

between the pre and post test. This means that identifying the anaphoric references ina 
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reading text can be helpful to answer the comprehension questions correctly. In order to 

show which group is successful than the other group, we should compare their results 

step by step. 

After comparing the results of pre and post tests scores in general, it is better to 

identify these scores in terms of text base. As a fırst step the dialogue text scores for pre 

and post tests were compared and it is found that the experimental group students 

statistical difference is 17,80 and the control group students is 9, 80. This means the 

treatment of anaphoric references in a dialogue type of text was helpful for the students 

in experimental group. The score of control group is also not too low but not as high as 

experimental group. The difference between this group is 8, 00. Although these two 

groups pre-test scores of dialogue text is nearly the same, the difference of post-test 

scores for dialogue text is 7, 60 for both of the groups. 

Comparing the results of pre and post test scores of experimental group for the 

narrative text, it is found that the difference between the tests is 15, 80. 8, 80 for the 

control group is found for the control group. As it is seen the experimental group 

students' score is higher than the control group. This means the sixteen class-hour 

treatment help to the students in experimental group. Identifying the anaphoric 

references a given text also helped them. 

In general terms it can be easily seen that the experimental group students are 

more successful than the control group students. Identifying the anaphoric references 

and evaluating relation between anapbora and preceding noun(s) helped to the students 

in experimental group. This group's students gave more correct answers to the 

comprehension questions. 

4.6. Discussion 

The statistical results have demonstrated that the pre-test results of experimental 

and control groups are nearly the same and this means these two groups are at the same 

level in English profıciency. Moreover, their scores are not low for the intermediate 

level students. The post-test results of the se two group s are high. Both of the dasses 
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have a progress in this study but them and their score for the post-test is higher than the 

control one. 

When the scores are evaluated according to text type title, there is a great 

difference. For the dialogue text type the pre-test signifıcant difference is O, 40 points 

and the post-test difference is 7, 60. So there isa big difference between these two tests 

scores and the experimental group students are more successful. For the narrative text 

the pre-test signifıcant difference is O, 60 and the results for post-test is 7, 60. Although 

the pre-test scores are a little bit different for both of the groups, their post-test soores 

are exactly the same. (See the tables in this unit) 

It can be said that experimental group students showed good progress in both of 

the texts types than the control group students. Therefore identifying anaphoric 

references may help them to answer the comprehension questions more correctly than 

the control group. Furthermore it can be pointed out that in both groups, the students 

pre-test soores are high and their post-test scores show difference ina positive way. But 

the experimental group students show greater success than the control group. The 

experimental groups' subjects were aimed at answering comprehension questions 

correctly by the help of anaphoric references in the texts. This process basically aimed 

to help to the students understand a given texts more easily, as well. 

Moreover, this study will hopefully provide the foreign language students to get 

the taste of reading both at home and in the school. By the help of some practices, 

students may learn to answer the comprehension questions and understand the text more 

easily. It is also expected that the study will provide bases for reading courses and lead 

the teachers to develop their questions without any limitations like course book or 

curriculum. 



CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

5.1. Conclusion 

The focus of this study was to fınd out the effect of identifying the anaphoric 

references and their relations with the preceding noun on the comprehension. It was 

also intended to provide evidence on whether students can answer the comprehension 

questions of the different text types correctly. Consequently this study aimed to answer 

the following questions: 

1-Can the students answer the comprehension questions better if they are made to 

get aware of the use of anaphoric references? 

2-In which text type the experimental and control groups are more successful? 

50 intermediate learners of English as foreign language enrolled in compulsory 

English classes in Hoca Ahmed Y esevi High School. The subjects of this study who 

w ere attending this high school read two different types of texts: narrative and dialogue. 

After pre-test students read these texts and answered the given comprehension 

questions. In experimental group, students analyzed the anaphoric references through 

these texts and then answered the comprehension questions. But in control group, 

students only read the text and answered the comprehension questions. The statistical 

analyses presented in the previous chapter revealed that, there was a statistically 

signifıcant difference among these two groups of students. When we look at this 

difference there seems to be a difference between the pre and post tests, also when we 

take the text types as a base the experimental group students are successful than the 

control group. Although the results were different from each other we can say that the 

text types are not effective for this group of students since they were successful in both 
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of the text types. This means evaluating anaphoric references by the lead of English 

teacher, students can answer the comprehension questions more correctly as in the 

experimental group students. So the significant difference was also observed between 

the text types in both of the two group s. 

If we evaluate the research questions one by one, these results can be found: by 

the help of pre and post tests scores, it is seen that the students can answer the 

comprehension questions easily after they identifıed the anaphoric references. So this 

means that the experimental group is more successful than the control group. The 

second question is related with the text types and when we evaluate the scores of pre 

and post tests it is necessary to divide them into text categories. One of the text 

categories is dialogue and the other one is narratives which were used in this study. 

Students in experimental group w ere successful in two types of texts, but their statistical 

scores are different from each other. Asa pre-test of the dialogue their score is 57 and 

the post-test of this text is 74, 80. For the narrative text students score is 51 for the pre

test and 67, 40 for the post-test. So it can be said that the students in experimental 

group are more successful in dialogue type of text than the narrative text. In the last 

question the effect of the text types to the success is also evaluated. The subjects' 

course book was chosen as a base since the obligation of the curriculum, also the 

subjects were attending the government school and the researcher was a teacher there, 

too. When the categorization of the text types was done, these limitations were taken 

into consideration. Asa result only two types oftexts, dialogue and narrative were used 

in this study. These texts were taken from students' course book. So, the conclusion 

can be summarized with these results: 

ı. Identifying anaphoric references ina text help EFL students to answer the 

comprehension questions. 

2. The types of texts affect the students' success. The subjects in experimental 

group were successful in the dialogue type of text than the narrative one. 

Under the title of studies on the area in unit two all the researchers evaluated 

different levels of the students or they examined the anaphoric references in different 

ways. For instance Peregrin stated that the anaphoric pronouns are merely indicators 
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for singular terms and these indicators are necessary for inferences between the 

sentences that are linked by anaphoric relations. (Cited in Heusinger and Egli, 2000) 

All these researchers' results of studies' can be listed as the factors which affect this 

study, also. Fishman (1978) explained her research that only the NP condition is 

signifıcant, its influence is due to its position in the paragraph condition. Gottsdanker

Willekens (1981) defıned that results suggest the use of anaphoric expressions in some 

instances will interfere with eight graders' reading comprehension. For the anaphoric 

expressions development Hickmann and Hendricks (1999) defıned that the development 

of anaphora is determined by universal pragmatic principles and language-specifıc 

properties. In Lung ( 1999) research it was fo und that comparisons of the 

comprehension of overt pronouns and zero pronouns showed that the types of reduced 

referring expressions contribute equally to discourse co herence for the kinds of passages 

studied in the experiments. Moreover Levine et al (2000) explained the failure to 

connect an anaphora to its antecedent does not create a coherence break, readers may 

read on rather than devoting additicnal time and attention to identifying the antecedent. 

In Martin ez (200 1) research she stated that investigating the use text structure as a tool 

facilitate and improve EFL students' comprehension of a text written in a foreign 

language. It explained the results of an experimental study carried out to analyze the 

relationship between the use of rhetorical organization that a text employs, and the 

comprehension and reproduction of information of the text 

5.2. Pedagogical Implications 

In Turkey instructors of reading usually face with the diffıculty of getting their 

students to read. The students also complain about the text that they have to read in the 

class-hour. They state that these texts are too boring and diffıcult to understand just 

because of the unknown words. Al so they state that their teacher follows a sin gl e book 

which may involve lots of passages that they are not interested in. Thus their approach 

to reading activity will be willingness and their rootİvation in reading lessons may 

decrease. Moreover the students at Hoca Ahmed Y esevi High School who are leaming 

English do not know the use of strategy that they can use while reading. The reason of 

this may be the time limitations of the English courses or the curriculum design. Clarke 
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and Silberstein (1977) claimed that in order to read more efficiently, students need to be 

aware of some other factors. There may be so many factors that they affect both the 

teacher and the students' success in reading lessons. 

Wenden (1991: 1-2) defıned that the development of teaching methods reflecting 

humanİst and cognitive views of learning has increased the concern to "make the 

learner" by helping them "learn how to learn" ( cited in Aral, 1999). Thus, the teachers 

of English should try to select their course materials by concerning all these factors 

listed above and they should be selective while organizing the curriculum of course at 

the beginning of the term. Moreover the teachers of English mostly in high schools 

should remember the importance of text selection, variety of activities, including 

question types, and the use of strategies in reading courses. With a good planned 

curriculum all these factors can be applied in English courses. 

5.3. Suggestions for Further Studies 

This study was limited to the factors such as environment, subject, text and 

strategy of reading. The research was conducted in English as a foreign language 

learning environment in which Turkish students studying in a high school as a 

compulsory lesson. The subjects of this study were also limited to intermediate level 

and their age ranged between 14 and 16. Moreover the curriculum and the type oftexts 

were the other limitations of this study. As another limitation the classroom-hours can 

be seen. In this part of the research, the suggestions for the :further studies can be listed 

as in this way: 

1. A similar study can be run in higher levels or in the Anatolian High Schools 

2. This study can be run in EL T department 

3. The employed texts can be changed to the authentic materials such as 

magazines, newspapers or short-stories 

4. The subjects can choose their own texts that they wish to read. 

5. The treatment time may be applied intensively with more class-hours 

6. In this study the use of anaphoric references were evaluated. In a new study, 

the other types of anaphors or cataphors can be searched 

7. The use of deixis may be searchedin another study. 
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APPENDIXA 

Pre and Post Test 

:Mrs. Ak and Mrs. White: 

56 

A week later Mrs. Ak is talking to Mrs. White about the accident. She is her neighbour. 

Mrs.White: You had an accident Iast week, didn't you? 

Mrs. Ak : Y es, I did. Ho w do you know? 

Mrs.White: Mrs.Gümüş told me. 

Mrs. Ak : What did she say? 

Mrs.White: She said you were driving down Dar Sokak. 

Mrs. Ak :That is right. W as she there too? 

Mrs.White: Yes, and then she said you saw aparking place and you stopped suddenly. 

Mrs. Ak : True. And? 

Mrs.White: She said the lorry behind ran into you. 

Mrs. Ak : Correct. And then? 

Mrs.White: She said you le:ft the car and telephoned your husband. 

Mrs. Ak : That is true. 

: Comprehension Questions: 

1) Who is Mr. Ak? 

a. police c. the driver of the lorry 

b. Mrs.Gümüş's neighbour d. the driver ofthe car 

2) What are Mrs.Ak and Mrs. White talking about? 

a. about Mrs. Gümüş c. about dar Sokak 

b. about heir husband d. about the accident 

3) Who had an accident? 

a. Mrs. White c. Mrs.Ak 

b. Mr.Ak d. Mrs. Gümüş 



4) Who was also in Dar Sokak with Mrs.Ak? 

a. Mrs.Gümüş c. Mr.Ak 

b. Mrs. White d. Mr. White 

5) Why did Mrs.Ak stop suddenly? 

a. because sh e sa w one of her friend 

b. because the police stopped her 

c. because her telephone rang 

d. because she saw aparking place 

6) Who told the accident to Mrs. White? 

a. Mr.White c. Mrs.Gümüş 

b. the police d. Mr.Ak 

7) When did Mrs.Ak have an accident? 

a. one day before c. two days before 

b. a week before d. one hour before 

8) Where had the accident happened? 

a. in front of her house c. next to Mrs. White 

b. in Dar Sokak d. in the park 

9) Who saw 1\frs.Ak after the accident? 

a. Mr.Ak c. Mrs.Gümüş 

b. Mrs.White d. 1\fr.White 

10) When did Mrs. Akstop suddenly? 

a. when she saw a parking place 

b when Mrs. Gümüş stopped her 

c. when there was a police in the street 

d. when she saw a new shop 

U)Who drove the car? 

a. Mr.White 

b. Mrs.Gümüş 

c. Mrs.White 

d. Mrs.Ak 

57 
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12) When did Mrs.Ak and Mrs. White talk about the accident? 

a. a few minutes later the accident 

b. a week later the accident 

c. two days later the accident 

d. an hour later the accident 

13) What did run into Mrs.Ak's car? 

a. a lorry c. the police's motor-bike 

b. acar d. abus 

14) Who is Mrs.White? 

a. Mrs.Gümüş's neighbour c. Mrs.Ak's friend 

b. Mr.Ak' s friend d. the police' s wife 

15) What did Mrs.Ak: do after the accident? 

a. she waited in the car c. she parked the car 

b. she spoke to the pelice d. she left the car 

16) To whom Mrs.Ak telephone? 

a. toMr.Ak c. to Mrs.White 

b. to pelice d. to Mrs. Gümüş 

17) Which one was true? 

a. Mrs. Gümüş was driving down Dar Sokak 

b. Mrs.Ak was driving towards Dar Sokak 

c. Mrs.White was with Mrs.Ak when the accident happened 

d. Mrs.Ak was alone in the car 

18) Where did Mrs.Ak seeaparking place? 

a. When she came next to the lorry 

b. after the lorry ran into her car 

c. before the lorry ran into her car 

d. while she was talking on the phone 

19) Which one was not true? 

a. Mrs.Ak ran into a lorry 

b. Mrs.Ak and White were friends 

c. Mrs.Gümüş saw Mrs.Ak in Dar Sokak 

d. Mrs.Ak left the car after the accident 
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20) What happened immediately a:fter the accident? 

a. a po I iceman cam e next to Mrs.Ak' s car 

b. Mrs.Ak called her husband 

c. Mrs.Gümüş helped to her 

d. Mrs. White sa w her 

: Günhan Yayla : 

Günhan Yayla is the president of the Agriculture Club in his school. The club has 

meetings once a month and last month Günhan invited a well-known local farmer, 

Mr. Toprak, to talk to the Club. He is al so an agricultural engineer. 

A:fter Günhan had introduced the speaker, he said that everybody in the room was 

interested in farming. Many of the members had worked on farms in the summer 

holidays. Some of the students wanted to be farmers and for that reason they were all 

want to listen to Mr. Toprak. 

Mr. Toprak spoke for three quarters of an hour. He told the students that farming was 

the world's greatest industry. He said that a lat ofpeople in Turkey worked on the land 

ploughing the soil, planting seeds, harvesting crops and raising animals. The girl 

members of the Club were very pleased when Mr. Toprak told them that women had 

invented agriculture. Thousands of years ago women had planted seeds and roots while 

their husbands were hunting for animaL He said that some archaeologists thought that 

women held kept the fırst domestic animals: dogs, cows, sheep and goats. 

He told the Club that methods of farming in Turkey had improved very much since 

the establishment of the Republic in 1923. Nowadays machines and chemicals helped 

the Turkish farmer in his work. He said that farmers grew crops of some kind or 

another, but not all farmers kept animals. 

Mr. Toprak told them that Turkey was one of the few countries in the world that 

were self-suffıcient in food. He added that the agricultural sector was al so the country' s 

biggest employer. Finally, he said that Turkey exported agricultural products such as 

tobacco, cotton sugar beets, fıgs, grapes, nuts, olives and tea. He ended his talk with the 

following words of Atatürk, the founder of the Turkish Republic: "The true master of 

Turkey is the Turkish peasant." 
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After the meeting all the students said they had enjoyed the talk very much. They 

said they had leamt a lot of useful and interesting things, and that they hoped Mr. 

Toprak would come to speak to them again. 

: Comprehension Questions: 

1. Who is Günhan Y ayla ? 

a. a teacher 

b. a student 

c. a headmaster 

d. a visitor 

2. What is his relation with the agriculture club ? 

a. he just visits there 

b. he is the president of this club 

3.Who is Mr. Toprak? 

a. an artİst 

c. his father works there 

d.he helps to the member of this club 

c. a foothaller 

b. a fireman d. a farmer 

4. Who had worked on farm in summer holiday ? 

a. farmers c. all the students in school 

b. parents ofthe students d. members of agriculture club 

5. Who thinks farming is very im portant ? 

a. the teacher c. Günhan Yayla 

b. some students d. Mr. Toprak 

6. What is Mr. Toprak' s second job ? 

a. artchitect 

c. driver 

7. Who spoke first in the classroom ? 

a. Günhan Yayla 

b. the teacher 

b.agriculture engineer 

d. teacher 

c. Mr. Toprak 

d. one of the student 

S.How often does the agriculture club meet ? 

a. once a week c. twice a week 

b. once a month d. twice a month 



9.Why the girl member of this club were pleased? 

a. because women had invented the agriculture 

b. because women can work on the farms 

c. because Mr. Toprak invited them to his farm 

d. because their teacher gave them high marks 

lO. Who ended his/her talk with Atatük's words? 

a. Günhan Yayla c. student 

b. Mr.Toprak d. teaeber 

1 1. When di d the improvement of farming begin in Turkey ? 

a. seventy-nine years ago c. ten years ago 

b. eighty-four years ago d. twenty-nine years ago 

12.In which one Turkey is not suffıcient enough ? 

a. food c. export 

b. agriculture d. industry 

13. What di d the Turkish farmers use after 1923 ? 

a. women-children c. vets-chemicals 

b. machines-chemicals d. students-teachers 

14.Which one is not the agricultural product of Turkey? 

a. cotton 

b.grape 

c. bean 

d. tea 

15.How did the students feel about Mr.Toprak's speech? 

a. pleased 

b. angry 

c. excited 

d.tired 

16.Who will speak with the students once again? 

a. Günhan Yayla c. the teacher 

b.a member of the agriculture club d. Mr. Toprak 

17.Why did the students want to listen to Mr.Toprak? 

a. Günhan warned his friends 

b. because Mr. Toprak talked very slowly 

c. their teacher wanted them to listen 

d. because they wanted to be a farmer 
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18.Which of the following was not done by the farmers? 

a. planting seeds c. examining the farms 

b. raising animals d. ploughing the soil 

19. Who invented the agriculture ? 

a. farmers c. men 

b. women d. animals 

20. Which one was not done by women ? 

a. hunting c. keeping animals 

b. planting seed d. planting root 
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· This examination is des.igned to mcasure your mastcı1' of th~ En~lish language. There 
are f9ur di!fercnt kinds of problems: lislcn~ng comprehension, graınmar, vocahulary, and 
reading comprchcnsion. There ın·e ~00 prohlenıs: 20 list'enlng, 30 grammar, 30 vocabulary, 
and 20 _reading~ The questions a,.ndanswer c!loices ·are in this test bo.Öklet, but you should 
maı:k your answers on the s ep arat e answer sheet. Wı·itc your name, foday.'s date, anel Form 
C on the answer sheet. Do not makc any maı·ks in this test booklet. 

Now, you w ili begin w ith the listen~ng C1:1mprehensi9n problem s . 
.. -.. 

Lislen:nı:ı: Coı~1prchension 

This is a test of how well you undet·stand spokcn English. The examincr will either ask 
l rıuestion Qr make a slateınent. To show that you.lıa\•e t.ıııder!:itood v.:hat \\;as said, you should 
~hQose the ONE answer choice that !s corr<:ct. 

Here is an exarnple of the ques!ion type of problem. List en carefully to the quest ion, then 
:hoosl! tlı~ ONE answer choice that is a reasonable rcsponse or answer. 

E:xample r. a. 1 anı. 
b. Tomorrow. 
c. ToDctroit. 

~lıe co:r.:-ect :response is choicc b, ··romorrow." Choicc .h has l;('en nıarked on your aıis•.vcr 
;lıeet to show lhat it is. the correct answ.er to Examplc I.- · . 

"how here is an example of the siatement type of problem. List~n to the statement and then 
hoose the ONE phrase or sentencı:> that corresponds to it. 

Examnle II. n. Only John wı;;nt. 
b. Only Mary went. 
c. TheJ:' botlı w en!. 

John and Mary went to the storc," means th:ı.t they both went. On your answer sheet, for 
:X;ample n, mark the space ~fter choke ~to sho·.v that "Th.:y both -_·.-ent," is the cor.re-ct 
nswer. 

Do nnt make any marks in this test l:;.ıokl~t. 1\!ark all your :ınswers on the separate 
nswer.sheet. If you do no! knv\\' ho· ... to do tlıis tes!, ra1se your hand anel the instructor will 
xplain it lo you. 

Please be quit>l and listcrı rardul!y. Kone of lhe cıuı:stions·or statenıcnts can be repcated. 
:ow, turn the page to problem ı;unıbi:r one. 

1 . 
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ı. a. Yes, he did. ll. a. We are eating now. 
b. No, it isn't. b. We're waiting.for Barbara. 

ı c. Yes, she has. c. We've finished eating: 
ı 
! 2. a .. Tom is at home now. 12. a. The ones to NewYork. 

b. Tom called home at' 6. b. Tonight and tomorrow. 
c. Tom will be home at 6. c • Not cnless it s now s. 

., 
J. a. Ycs, they callcd. 13. a. J:ı.ne can not change Tom's mind. 

b. No, he knows them. b. Jane will change Tom's mind. 
c. Ye s, he heard about them. c. Jane will not change her mind. 

4. a. Peter doesn't 'Nant her to pl::ly. 14. a. No, yesterday. 
b. Peterlikes her to play. b. Yes, lıe left. 
c. Peterlikes her. c. Ycs, tomorrow. 

5. a. In the barn. 15. a. The decision was surprising. 
b. The hens do. b. The fam;ly was surprising. 
c. The eg:g di d. c. Mark w as surprised. 

6. a. David will cor:-.e first. 16. a. He will read later. 
b. Martha will <:ome first. b. He read, then ate. 
c. They \:;il! co:-:ıe together. c. He z..te, the n :ı:-ead. 

7. a. From Mary. 17. a. Yes, so me scissors do. 
b. To M'ary. b. Find sonıe scissors. 
c. By Mary. c. Yes, I found some scissors. 

8. a. John found a m:ıp. ı 8. a. Mary 11kı:s playing be Et. 
b. Jo!ırı thought we were lost. b. Mary likes Moon River best. 
c. John didn't get !ost. c. Mary play s l\·!oon Ri ver best. 

~. 

ct. To vi si~ my family. 19. ı.. For about a year. 
0. For one year. D. lJ'ntil nexi year. 
c . !n one ye:ı:r. c. Yes, they are. 

. ..: . 
i 

E e W "-S a se~retary. 20. He w as aııgry. : 10. a. a. 
b. He four:d a r:ec retary. b. Stıe w as ang-ry. 
c. He locked fo:- a secretary. c. He didıı't brea..t.: it. 
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Grammar, Voı::abıılarv, and H~at!in,-• ~relıension 

This part of thE> test his thre~ diffcrent kinds o! probte:!3. N·.ı:nbcrs 21 through 50 are 
gryı.mmar, num.c~rs 5!. throuf;h 80 are voc:...Lu!=ı.ry, anJ nt..;.r:~b·~r;; 8J th.v:..:gh'ıoo are rec..ding 
coınprehension. · 

... 
In cach grammar proble::; thcr.e is a shoı-t co~\'E"r.;ation bı:{wcetı twc pccple. The coıwer

sation fs not cor.ıolete. You shC'tıld look at the a.nswcr cl'ıoices wlıich follow the convcr.sation 
and then choose the ONE ar.E'.vcr thafcorre::t1y com~!etes thı:! ccnver.sation. ' 

Exa!!!Pıe·lrr. "What's your mıme?" 
'' n<ı.nıe is John." 

~· 
b. t.1e 
c. My 
ci. Mine 

The carre-ct answer is c ho ice c, "My:" On your a.r.swcr sheet, for Ex;:;mple III, mark cheice 
c. Answer all th<:! grammar prot!;;ms this way. 

In each voca'tıularv problem :_here i!> ~ 1.:~;.,ten.c-:- w itlı a ·.ı.·ord missinı;. From~ lU:SWer 
choices !dlo•.ving th€ sentcnc:~, yc·.ı :.;r;culd .::~"~--cse t:H~ ONE word th.ai. bQst i;;.ı; into the sentence 
anJ ma:<:es it mea:ı:rıJful. 

Exrı.mpie IV. I c<m't you his na.me, 
l..ıı:c~ı;sc 1 d0n't kr.rıw it. 

a. t:ıik 

b. say 
c. s~eak 
d. l ::ll 

The correct answer is choice d, 1'tell." On your an~wcr sh-::.:>t, for Exarı1ple IV, ın ark cheice 
d. Answer all th~ voc4bul::ı.ry problams this '.\-·ay. 

-
In each readin~ cornprdıl'nai<ı:. p;-o';,lem :ı·o;,; wi!l rc:::ıt! ~ st..'n~ence aı::.d then answer a que~ti':ln 

aboı..:t it. Choose the öfnf-b~~~n::;.~·er lo the qucsticn, using tb~ iclo.:·matioıı in the senter-ce yo·..ı 
have just re ad. 

E;;:amTJ!c- ·,1 , Jolıa drove mG to Ele<'nor's l:c-.:.se. 

wı-.o drove? 

a. I d id. 
b, Jo.::ı did. 
c. Jolın iuıd 1 die!. 
d. Eleur.ur did. 

Tlw correct answer fs b, "Joh:-ı cid." On yctır a;;swer sh~et. mark choicP. E !or Exan1ple V. 
Answer all the reading problerps this wc.y. 

You will have 50 mi~\!tes to !inish tho ıest c~ tho test. Work :ıs ~uicldy ::ı.s possible, and 
answer all the problems. lf you ~rC n0t SUl'i;~ Ot ltı~ ÇıHTCCt answer, make a ırae::;s • 
Unanswcred problems will be cou:ite;? wrcr.~. ı:;ow, ı;o <.-n lo P.)·oblem 21 and do not step 
until yçıu fı~_ve finished problem 100,' · -::::: "'- ~ ,._ 

.. &~ ::.. 
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Zl. "Did Laura find Ar.dy's ccıat? '' 
''No, he founıJ it '' 

a. himself 
b. s elf 
c. onesei! 
d. it s elf 

22. "Is Tom going with yo:.ı?'' 
"No, we a.s!-.:ed ___ a~vnf:, b:.;~ Le i::: 
busy." 

a. him come 
b. that hı: com es 
c. hi ı:) to com e 
d. to com e r.iın 

23. "I thi•,_;..; the 2-ns'.::er is '24'." 
"You , it i'O " 

a. right 
b. do rigiıt 
c. are riı;ht-
d. have right 

24. "Ho,.:~ ".::.·as you~ \=r-"ee~:e~d at t!-:e b~ach?" 
"It wz:.s enjoyable the \.;ad 
weather." 

a. even though 
b. in spite of 
c. eveı:. 

d. altho'..!gh 

25. "It's warm tc-'Jay. Wn:; d id you tn i n;; 
a ccat? '' 
"l brought my coat ___ :: g2ts culd 
later." 

a. rather 
b. other.:.• ise 
c. in case 
d. for which 
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2•3. ''\VLy do:-:'t yo•.ı eve:r visit us?" 
"1 woüld cor::e to see you if I , Lt:t ---!'m too bus·y." 

a. cm..ıld 

b. cculd have 
c. am a.ble 

·d. ;vou!d be z.ble 

27. "H;:ı.s :\erxes finished his hon~ewo:rk yel?'' 
"No, h~ s:-dd h2 •,,::: . .:;~'t intcrested ---
doi::;; lt." 

~- of 
b. f::ır 

c. to 
ci. i:l 

2D .. "P.~r.rH.:· looks ver:: youn[!:. '' 
"Do you knc·,ı.: ')" 

::ı. ho·.v old is she 
b. hv'.': iş öhe old 
c. bow old she is 
d. s he is how old 

29. ''!:~it! Cl::ı.rıcı; li~~e the book?" 

'ı,~ vu. 

··~;o, h<: h:;.tcd it I riid. '' 

a. as much n.s 
b. ~o much as 
C'. sr..; 1;1'-lCh SC 

d. so m uc h I; i-;: e 

"l'd lik..:: to see how you ma~:e u-.ose 

''\Vhy don't you come ove.r tomorrow ~'~ 
3? !'ll on tf,cm by then." 

a. working 
b. be working 
c. be work 
d. h::ı.::l worked 



n. ''Why are you working so haro on your 
dres s?" . 
"r hope to it before :r..fother 

. com es to vis it." 

a. have finished 
b. finishing 
c. had finished 
d. been finished 

:2. "Why are you aiways borrowing money? '' 
"It's qifficult · me to save money." 

a. for 
b. with 
c. of 
d. to 

3. ''If you are busy, I can-come back 
tomorrow." 
"No, don't go. I can talk to you __ _ 
I \i..·ork." 

a. for 
b. during. 
c. while 
d. already 

L "Did you hear about Hal's accidenl ?" 
,,..fes, it must have been " 

a. afraid 
b. frighten 
c. frighteniı:g 
d. frightened 

''\v'"hy were the people protesting?" 
They wanted the government to stoj) 

collecting so m2ny ta.xes from ---
a. him 
b. them 
c, their 
d. theirs 

, 

36. ''Have you read any goO<i books lately?" 
"Yes, I have just read a book that 
by a famous South American autho-r-. ::-:,--

a. was written 
b. has written 
c. was writing 
d. wrote 

37. ''"Will you come to our house for dinner 
this a!ternoon? '' 
" I'd like to, I can't." ---

a. Despite 
b. Although 
c. However. 
d. Otherwise 

38. "V.:lıy haven't you put the rug on the floor 
yet?" 
''l'm going to have first." 

a. it to be cleaned 
b. to be cleaned 
c. it cleaned 
d. it to c leaıı 

39. "Did you go dircctly to Venezuela?" 
'"No, on çur way we travelled Central 
America." 

a. through 
b. on 
c. among 
d. for 

40. ''Ts Herbert a good cook?" 
"fes, and . hiswife." 

a. so 
b. so as 
c. so is 
d. so does 

,. 

··.~ • 
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41. "Hnve you always lived in Michigr..n?" · 
"No, I in Florida." 

a. ri sed 
b. raised 
c. w as raised 
d. am raised 

42. "Did you bring your book today?" 
"No, I left it horne." 

a. with 
b. at 
c. in 
d. on 

43. "Are you ready to go?" 
"Ye s, I' m done now. " 

a. every 
b. enollgh 
c. ?.ll 
d. very 

'i,L 'Why do you traver to Chic~go s-o 
often?" 
"Ch{cago is the city my parents 
!ive." 

a. which 
b. where 
c. in where 
d. that 

45. "Did you like the cake?" 

46. 'Why did John sleep so long?" 
"He wns tir ed than he thoug-ht he 
was." 

a. so 
b. to 
c. mo re 
d. very 

47. "Wc,-..Jd you and Natalie lik e to r.onıe for 
diımer Friday night?" 
" all right if webring the children?" 

a. Will it be 
t. Will be 
c. Is 
d. Therı: will be 

43. 'Why did your trip ti1ke so long?" 
"V/e w ere tıungry, and w e stopped 
th:ree times." ---

a. at e 
D. to e at 
c. for e at 
( ... ~ e at ing 

49. "Is John a lawyer?" 
"No, he's a doctor, ? " ---

a. isn't he 
b. he's not 
c. isn't 
d. js he 

"Yes, it •,ı,·as the best I ha·;.: e:vı:r ____ . '' 50. "Does Bernice have a good voice?" 

a. been eaten 
b. b ec n e at ing 
c. e at 
d. e aten 

,• 

''Y.:-s, and Ehe really enjoys __ ._ too." 

a. singiP-g 
b. the singing 
c. of s inging 
d. to sin.g 

&lul~0;i"i.i Üı.lV-':tı>lte2J 
Berkea Küt~ttlıan.• 
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1. You don't haye to pick mc up !ro:n work. 
tonight. Ellen has to drive me 
home. 

a- announced 
b. mentioned 
c. promiscd 
d. presented 

6.9 

56. Monty told about the many excitilig ---. that happer.ed on his trip. 

:ı. p:ıssages 

b. stations 
c. event s 
d. notkes 

57. Tha doorway was so that we couldn't 
2. Don't eat at that rest~urant if ycu are ~--

gı?.t the pia:ıo tt.roı.ı;;h it. 
i :ı a hurry; the is very slow. a. thin 

a. work b. close 
b. conduct c. minor 
c. service d. n::rrow 
d. exe re ise 

58. Before Joe repaired the engine, he ---
!. These shoes are too &ma11, a;-.d ti1ey maJ.:e it c:ırefully. 

my feet feel 
--- :ı. xccognized 

a. short b. exaınined 
b. \.mcomfortable c. saw 
c. d!f!icult d. sighted 
d. mistaken 

59. Do yoıı thini-:: arıyone will il I sn10ke? ---I need to know hcw many people ar~ :ı.t 

the nıeeting. Please th=rn. 

a. cmmt 
b. po int 
c. establish 
<:!. measur~ 

I think he was at the party b·ı.ıt he 
he wasn't. ---

a. cor.tracts 
b. claims 
c. excuses 
d. consists 

. • 

a. bla.me 
b. prevent 
c: object 
d. pc ı ;r:it 

60. Louise asked her tcacher wh<>t l:er 
on the tost was. ---

a. degree 
b. ir.-dlc;;.tion 
c. point 
d. score 

, . 
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61. Ellen has e}rnensive equipment in her 
office, so' she always the door 
when she leaves the room. 

a. knocks 
b. locks 
c. firms 
d. borders 

62. Darbara had been feelirıi; sad, so her 
friend surprised her by sending some 
fio•,ı;ers to her up. 

a. sm ile 
b. cheer 
c. turn 
d. lik e 

63. He describ€:<1 his of rnak:~g v;ine. 

a. typt: 
L:. relalion 
c. range 
d. method 

64. E1·eryorıe Barbara wante-j to go ---campir.g. 

a. exeuse 
b. v;it hout 
c. unless 
d. except 

G5. He v.'::ıs so f:rightened tl'.at his h::r.ııds 

beg:::ı to ---
rı .. Yrr_y· 
b. :::ı.:ann 

c. remove 
d. tr-?.mblc 

·-:ro 

66. The mouse to get away from the c at. 

a. defended 
b. re\'olteU 
c. protested 
d. struggled 

67. Dr. Grasper's is children's diseases. 

a. importance 
b. speciality 
-c. notation 
d. majority 

68. Fr::-d wanted to b:.!y an unusual painting, üut 
e'l.·ery one he ı:aw was very ---

a. likely 
b. orderly 
c. necessary 
rl. ordina::-y 

69. The professor everj siudc:nt to 
wri(e a 15-page paper. 

a. respect.s 
b. recogniz0s 
c. reıncmbers 
d. rcv ... pıi res 

70. Fred told his children nc,t to over ---lheir toys. 

a. quarrel 
b. prevent 
c. suffer 
d. tlıreaten 

('") 

- .. ?...' ·-
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71. J::ıck h:id his hair cut l~st week bul 
no one the ciiffererıce. 

a. look<?d 
b. noticcJ 
c. declarcc.! 
d. show ed 

72. Jorsı doesn't feel w e: ll. He n~ u~~ be 
---- a cold. 

a. taking 
b. bl>eoming 
c. gcttin[; 
d. holding 

73. I asked Mary to explair. the silu:ı.tion 
to r.ıe bccause I w:::.s ~bod \<ih:?.t 

had happened. 

a. curious 
b. s lle nt 
c. straııge 
d. un known 

";"4. Dr. Don::ıl::! isa merr:bc: of the !ıır:iic.1l 

a. possess:on 
b. profcssion 
c. production 
d. pG~itior. 

75. Ee wanted :c- ~;.;:o\\' whe:;-e T:r. Drc\v:ı wc:.E, 
so he at the m~in office. 

::ı. ins;.e-ctc-j 
b. inqr:.ircd 
c. ı:;-..ı~.;3ed 

d. indi c at ed 

11 

76. Everyone John to win, but he didn't. 

a. respect{_-d 
b. c:>.:pected 
c. waited 
d. tbougnt 

77. Hur,drecls of :;Lips sa!l into New York City's 
-'---- eve ry d :.;.y. 

:ı. r.arbor 
b. bordcr 
c .. ch~ml.ıer 
d. route 

78. D-..ırirıg tı·:t> !3;(n:rı, t=-:e !':ailor.s w ere afraid 
r!,:;t t:1<:: bc·.:ıl. \':Gu!d fiU ··:.-ith w;;.ter arıd 

:ı. s:r.k 
b. ct:ı-ag 

c. slip 
d. drop 

79. Piease r::e ho-"' to get to !vi ai n StrN-t. 

::l.. find 
b. loc~te 
c. sho·.v 
d. s;ıy 

80. I Jı;ı._'i ı--Iannt:-{1 crı gcıinr; O'.ll lc..st nighl, l.ıut 
____ pre:vcnt~Xi )t. 

a. occc..s~ons 
b. circem~(:ı.nc.::s 
c. r~.:;uHs 

'. 
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81. Felix would paint his house. but he tloesn't lhink he h:ıs cnouı;h time. 

Will Felix paint his J:o:ıse? 

a. Yes, becat:st: ht;; iıas cı:oug!; t!mc. 
b. No, be-cause he lıa:.:;n't lhought about it enou~l:. 
c. No. because he doesn't h::ıve er.ough paint. 
d. No, because h;:. doe<:ı:-:'t NlVc ':'nvu~h time. 

82. Jack's imm E<! iate cau.:;e for c-heer '.".'~·~ naymo:-ıd ·~ ce{'isioıı to hc-lp· him wrüe his 
application. · 

What made Jack happy? 

a. Raymond was gol.;.g to help him. 
b. He decided to help R;ıyr::ond. 
c. They both decided to write "-PPlicMtio:ı.s. 
d. He dedcea in -.. .. :rit.:~ his o•Nn ::ıpp!ic?.!ion. 

83. The doctor wodd have given olıi M~·s. Simpson sonı€ rıın"'!:cı.~c. but by the tir:-~e he arrived 
it was too late for him to do anything fcr thP. clct womıın. 

What bppened to Mrs. Simpson? 

a. Sh<! was given the medic:in·?. 
b. She refused tci take the nH:dicine. 
c. The doctoı- cot:ldn't help her. 
d. The doclor arrived in tir:1e to he-lp :~er. 

84. When the ~aptain discovers her origi;ı, he carı't lı~lp la·..ıghing at her and nam~;:; her Ba.boorı. 
Try as she wiU to rid hers<:lf of tlıat r.arı1e, it clings to lıer !orever. 

What does Baboon try to Jo? 

a. Change her nickname, but s he fails. 
b. Change her nic-:<:r.ame, ::ınd s he succee<..ls. 
c. Keep her nickname, but she fails. 
d. Keep he:r nickname, and she succe('(l,s. 

85. Harvey woul::.i seli his bicycle if lıe didn't nee-d it so muclı. 

Did Han·ey seli his bicycle? 

a. No, even though he clidn't need H. 
b. No, because hf: needs it so much. 
c. Yes, because he doesn't need it~ 
d. Yes, even tr.ough he needGd it. 

1 o--
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E.. H-.Jstilit.y betwecn Fran::· :ı.nd Char!es, far from beir•r. over, or e·;erı rec·cıce-~. is jıJst 
st::.rting up in earncst. 

',';h;:ıt do e!' the write r s::.y aboüt the ho st ility? 

:ı. I; is decreasing-. 
b. It is incrcasir.g. 
c. Ir.endedlongu;;o. 
d. h has just endE-<i. 

t:l. Bi:l ar:d F.dna '.:.·2tched TV i:ıst night when th2y cou!d have been p:ı.int:r.; th.::-::· aparUı:cr.t. 
1Xhat die! Dili and Ed n::. do las! r,:~ht? 

"'· The:; watched TV iııstead of paintirıg. 
b. They watched TV while they pai:rıted. 
c. They painted inste::.d of watching TV. 
d. They nelther pair.ted nor \;·atched TV. 

88. The L'ct that g-..:m cisease as we11 a.s tooth dı::cay may someday bo:: trca:s-;:: by chemicz.l 
ti".erapy makes the problem cf dn.ıg resistant organisıns ınore i:-::pcrtant to denta! re!::'=<.;::::r: 
than it one e w as. · 

Der.tal r2searchers are becom;n; more interested in studyi!lb 

a. t::ıoth de;:;ay. 
b. gum disease. 
c. cherrıi.cd therapy. 
d. d rug resistant organisms. 

29. The conser•:ativc attitude of the Institute's oldc,.st mempers toward art was vigorously 
•_:Y.:' ~erE'"''~ ir: ;;. p2per by the· scu1ptor David Mi :hell at a 1910 meeting. 

Somı= memb2ıs had conservative ideas about 

a. :t';'Litchell. 
b. a certain paper. 
c. the InstHute. 
d. art. 

2-0. Kepler lcd an u!1evf.!nt!ul life 'l'.'hich, when comparro with the adventures of the main 
clıaracteı-s in his writii"ıgf., appears almost dull. 

Wh~t does the author say is dull? 

a. Kepier' s w rit ing s. 
b. Kepler's ch~racters. 
c. Kepler's personality. 
d. Kepler's life. 

--1 i 
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91. Thi5 inıerpret::ıtion sufCers froın cer!~in inlrinsic implausibilities and in consequence 
of severe criticism h:ts in the ıneanlime lıeer. alr.ıost entirely w}thdrawn. 

\Vhat has been withdrawn? 

a. The criticism. 
b. The i nt el"'~ rC't a tion. 
c. The suffering. 
d. The impb.usibilities. 

92. Ii it weren't for Miller's excellent rı:cu!:ımendations, .Jones, who wasn't impressed by 
him at the interview, wouldn't have hiı·e<:! him. 

Wh:ı.t happencd after the imer\'iew? 

a. Miller hired JonEs. 
l.ı. :.!iller rccom:ı~t-nded J·~ncs. 
c. Jor.~s hired lV1il!er. 
d. Jones dic:n't hire ~.liller. 

93. \Vy:ıtt \l.,.as s;.!clı an in!t:llı.:ctual giant ıl:at one fznw·.ıs !;C!ıclar believed that he, rather tl!::.ı 
Pri!~gle. a:ı obscure actor, must have written lli!,!inı·avs. 

What did the scholar r:ıen!icned in this senlence belie-.·e? 

a. That \\'yatt hc·lped Pringle write H;ghwavs. 
b. That Pringle wrote Highways. 
c. That an obscure actor wro!e Hic;hwavs. 
d. That V/yatt ·.:;rote Hic:lıwavs. · ~ 

94. 1 hro•!ghout his life, Saımıcls re:nain€ii <ı ciıild of the lc:·.ı:er middle classes. 

Accordin;:; to this senleı~ce, Sa.ın1-:eis ... 

a. kept his origina! social .status. 
b. raised his social .status. 
c. retained a youthful attitude. 
d; died while stili young. 

S5. San Francisco a.nd Doston ;:re t.!).lJadiı:g llıeir cı~ce declining rrolley systems with nıodcrn 
trulley cars. 

The San Francisco and Doston lrolley systen:s are 

a. now declining. 
b. now growing. 
c. beginning to use old cars. 
d. expandint; the size of their cars. 

--- /2 ·-. 
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96. Born and r_aiscd a Catholic ina fatherless home-, .James Peak, whoasa child usC'd lo put 
religious clothinr; on paper dolls, never wanled to be anything but a pricsl. 

What w:ls James Peak's childhood ambition? 

a. To find his lost father. 
b. To becorn~ a priest. 
c. To become anythiı~g but a priest. 
d. To ma.t:e rehgious clothing. 

97. As if .Joe's appearance weren't enough ·io turrı th.:: aurl:enc~ ag:ıir.st him, he also gave a 
boring speech. 

How did the audience !eel :ıbout .Joe? 

a. They liked his speech, but not his appear:ı..<1ce. 
b. They likıxi his appearance, but not his speech. 
c. They didn't l!ke his spee-ch or his appearance. 
d. They liked his .speech and appearance. 

98. Harlan told Sue that he should have done wnat his fa:ner asked him to do. 

H2.:rlan ..• 

a. asked Sue to tel.l his fath€r something. 
b. will do ·.::hat his father a.ske-:l. 
c. a.sked his fat her to do soınething. 
d. didn't do wb.t !ıis father asked. 

99. Mark seldem pla:;s v:orse tha:ı he di~ agair:5t Jim Spur today. 

Ho,,:; doE'S :ıvı:ark play? 

a. He usı.:ally pla:r·s better than today. 
b. He usually play s wor.se than today. 
c. He usuaHy plays worse than Jin1. 
d. He usua1ly plays better than Jim. 

1CO. So-.calted '\ı;olf clıil-:lren" are children abandor.c:d at :1n early age and found livir.g in 
i<ıolat!cın. They ars- ı~;üurai cxamples of cc-·nıplete social deprivation. 

'.Vl-,at is UiY..lsual about ;s,·olf chilclren? 

a. T:-ıcy are young wolvcs who hav~ been abandoner!. 
b." They are yo•...::ıR children.who think they are ·..>.·c:ves. 
c_ Th;.>y :1b:.::do:ıed so,-:iety at an early age. 
d. Tht·y have h<i.d a!most no social contact. 
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APPENDIXC 

ıstGROUP 2nd GROUP 

Placement 1 Pre Tests Placement!Pre Tests 
ı. 48 53 46 48 
2. 52 68 54 63 
3. 50 63 47 45 
4. 50 55 51 50 
5. 46 65 53 58 
6. 48 48 47 48 
7. 54 53 54 60 
8. 52 50 51 53 
9. 53 60 46 55 
lO. 48 50 50 50 
ll. 46 45 53 45 
12. 45 55 52 60 
13. 52 68 50 60 
14. 47 55 48 65 
15. 49 65 47 48 
16. 47 63 52 45 
17. 50 48 49 55 
18. 46 45 53 68 
19. 53 60 54 53 
20. 53 45 47 60 
21. 51 50 52 45 
22. 53 48 48 50 
23. 48 63 50 60 
24. 54 60 48 58 
25. 51 45 55 65 
= 1246 1380 1257 1367 

%49.84 %55.2 %50.28 %54.68 



APPENDIXD 

Activities Used Between the Pre and Post Tests 

Dialogues 

Dialogue-1 

N eli: You look very tired. 

Jack: I am. After I had been in bed for half an hour last night, the telephone rang. 

N eli: Who was it? 

Jack: The police. 

N eli: What did they want? 

Jack: They had found my bicycle. 

N eli: Found your bicycle? I didn't know you'd lost it. 

Jack: I didn't lose it. Somebody took it. 

: Comprehension Questions: 

1. Who looks very tired? 

a) You b) Jack 

c) Nell d) Poticeman 

2. When di d the telephone ring? 

a) When Jack was in bed 

c) After he had dinner 

3. Who called Jack? 

b) Before he went to bed 

d) Half an hour before he went to bed 

a) Nell 

c) His fiiend 

b) Poticeman 

d) somebody 

4. Who are "they" in line 6? 

a) Nell's family b) Jack's friends 

c) The poticemen d) somebody 

5. Who found the bicycle? 

a) Jack b) Nell 

c) The poticeman d) Somebody 
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Dialogue-2 

Grandfather: I' m very tired. 

Grandson : Never mind. It will be the summer holiday. 

Grandfather:That's true. I will sped my holiday in the mountains. 

Grandson : In the mountains? 

Grandfather: Y es, it will be cool there. 

Grandson :It won't be crowded either. 

: Comprehensions Questions: 

1. Who is very tired? 

a) Father b) Son 

c) Grandfather d) Grandson 

2. Why did Grandson say "never mind"? 

a) Because they are together 

b) Because his family will came 

c) Because the summer holiday comes 

d) Because he feels tired 

3. Where will grandfather go? 

a) His hometown b) City center 

c) The hotel d) The mountain 

4. What will be cool? 

a) The weather 

c) The people 

b) The mountain 

d) The city centre 

5. What will not be in the mountain? 

a) It will be silent b) It will not be crowded 

c) It will be sunny c) It will not be cheap 
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Dialogue-3 

Hotel Manager: Which room do you prefer, sir? The one on the sixth 

floor or the one on the fourth floor? 

Guest : The one the sixth floor. The view is more interesting 

and the bed is more comfortable. 

Hotel Manager: Y es, sir. That is why it is mo re expensive. 

: Comprehensions Questions: 

1 . Where is the Guest? 

a) In the hotel b) In the room 

c) In the school d) In the street 

2. Which room does the guest prefer? 

a) The one on the fifth floor 

b) The one under the sixth floor 

c) The one on the fourth floor 

d) The one on the sixth floor 

3. Why does the guest prefer that room? 

a) He prefers being on top of the hotel 

b) He Iikes interesting vi e w 

c) He prefers expensive rooms 

d) He Iikes uncomfortable beds 

4. Why is that room more expensive? 

a) Because of the view 

b) Because it is too Iuxurious 

c) Because the bed is bigger than the other on es. 

d) Because it is under the six floor 

5. Who is the "Guest"? 

a) Worker b) Customer 

c) Manager d) Server 
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Dialogue-4 

Brother: What was the weather forecast? 

Sister : It will be fıne all aftemoon. 

Brother: Good. I think I will go for a drive. Do you want to come? 

Sister : Y es, please. Where shall we go to? 

Brother: Let' s go to that new zoo. 

Sister : That is a good idea, but I have to be back at six. 

How long will it take? 

Brother: About two hours. 

Sister : Oh, that is fıne. 

: Comprehension Questions: 

1. What will be fine all aftemoon? 

a) Brother b) The Zoo 

c) The weather d) Sister 

2. Who will go for a drive? 

a) I b) Their mother 

c) Sister d) Brother 

3. Where shall they go? 

a) To the zoo 

b) To the school 

4. Who will go to zoo? 

b) To the driving course 

d) To the home 

a) Sister b) Sister and brother 

c) Their mother d) Brother 

5. What will take two hours? 

a) The weather forecast 

b) The whore drive 

c) Going to zoo 

d) Coming from the zoo 
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Dialogue-5 

Secretaıy: May I come in for a moment? 

Nurse : Y es, what is it? 

Secretaıy: I am sorıy, but where is Dr. Tumer? He is not in his surgeıy. 

Nurse : He has gone to the hospital. 

Secretaıy: When will he be back? 

Nurse : Around fıve, I think. Why? 

Secretaıy: Mrs. Hill has fınished her medicine and wants another 

prescription. 

: Comprehension Questions: 

1. Where are these two people? 

a) In the hospital b) In a surgeıy 

c) Ina room d) In an office 

2. Who is not in his surgery? 

a) The doctor b) Secretaıy 

c) The patient d) Mr. Hill 

3. Where has the doctor go ne? 

a) To his home b) To the surgeıy 

c) To the hospital d) To his office 

4. Who wants another prescription? 

a) Dr. Tumer b) Mrs. Hill 

c) Mr. Hill d) Nurse 

5. Why does sh e want it? 

a) Because she can not go to hospital 

b) Because her husband wants it 

c) Because the doctor wants to see her 

d) Because her medicine has fınished 
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Narrative Texts 

Surgery: 

S ince the beginning of the 181
h century, surgery has developed rapidly. One of the 

greatest developments in surgery has happened in the last fıfteen years. In the 1960' s 

Dr. Christian Bamard performed the fırst heart transplant operation. Since then, he and 

other surgeons have done it for many times. 

However, transplant surgery is stili very new and patients have never lived for a 

very long time after their operations. But, without doubt, surgeons will improve their 

techniques and their operations will be even more successful in future. 

: Comprehension Questions: 

1. Who performed the fırst transplant operation? 

a) The surgeons b) Operators 

c) Dr. Bamard d) T echnician 

2. What did Dr.Barnard do? 

a) He performed the fırst heart transplant 

b) He started the developments in surgery 

c) He had been unsuccessful 

d) He had not done the fırst operation 

3. How many times has he done this operation? 

a) Once b) Many times 

c) Twice d) Not many times 

4. Who have not lived after the operation? 

a) Doctors b) Nurses 

c) Patients d) Operators 

5. Whose operations will be more successful? 

a) Patients b) Dr. Bamard 

c) Technicians d) Surgeons 
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Transportation: 

Forms of transportation have developed rapidly in this century. Most people have 

traveled at one time by bus, car or train. Some of them are have traveled by plane or 

ship. But everybody knows that at the beginning of this century, travel was slower, 

more difficult, and more uncomfortable. 

However, transport will have to develop even more rapidly in the future. Why? 

There are so many reasons. Our roads are already over-crowded. Very often the air in 

our cities is dirty and unhealthy because of engine fumes. In addition, there is the 

problem of petrol. Every year we use mo re of it and it becomes mo re expensive. There 

is stili a lot of petrol in the world but it will not last for ever. What then, will the 

transport of the future be lik e? 

Cars have nearly always depended on petrol. Cars of the future, however, will 

most likely run on electric batteries. This will be cleaner and cheaper. Nevertheless, 

with or without petrol, we will stili have traffic jam in our cities and towns. 

: Comprehension Questions: 

1. Who had traveled by plan e? 

a) Pilots 

c) Some people 

2. When was the travel slower? 

a) in 191
h century 

c) in 20th century 

3. Whose roads are over-crowded? 

a) All of the people 

c) People in Europe 

4. What will last for ever? 

a) The roads 

c) Trafik 

5. What will be cheaper for us? 

a) The cost of petrol 

c) U sing electric batteries 

b) Most people 

d)We 

b) in 18th century 

d) in 21 st century 

b) People in Turkey 

d) People who lived in the past 

b) Petrol 

d) The problems 

b) The co st of traveling 

d) Buying new cars 
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Traffic Accident-2: 

Mrs. Ak is not a good driver. In fact she has only had her driving ticense for a 

short time. She has been driving for many years but she only passed her driving test six 

weeks ago. 

She drove straight to the center of town and into Dar Street. It was early in the 

morning but as usual Dar Sokak was busy. Mrs. Ak was looking hard for a parking 

place. It was very difficult. There were a lot of lorries and vans delivering fresh fruit 

and vegetables to the shop s, and, even worse, part of the road was cl o sed because of a 

burst water pipe. Suddenly Mrs. Ak saw a place to park She brake immediately, but 

unfortunately she had not seen the lorry behind her. 

There was a loud smash. The lorry had run into the back of Mrs. Ak' s car. The 

lorry loaded with tins of paint and one of them had fallen onto the roof of it. 

: Comprehension Questions: 

1. Who has been driving for many years? 

a) The lorry driver b) Mrs. Ak 

c) Mr. Ak d) The van driver 

2. Where is it difficult to park? 

a) To the town centre 

c) To the street 

3. Who had not seen the lorry? 

a)Mrs. Ak 

c) The people in the street 

4. What had fallen onto the roof? 

a) Fresh fruit 

c) Vegetable 

5. Where did the tins ofpaint fall? 

a) Roof of the lorry 

c) Roof of the car 

b) To the road 

d) To Dar Street 

b) The lorry driver 

d) Mr. Ak 

b) Paint 

d) Water pipe 

b) Roof of the shop 

d) Roof of the van 
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Pat and Brian Scott: 

Pat and Brian Scott are on holiday in Istanbul. They were visiting their friend Mr. 

Tok. He is an engineer and has been living in Istanbul for many years. 

Pat and Brian have never been abroad before, so they are very excited and 

interested in seeing Istanbul. They have been here for a fort-night, but they have taken 

a lot of postcards. Every day they write a letter to their parents or friends in England: 

Dear Betty, 

W e are having great time here. Hasan, like many other people here, is very kind 

and hospitable. He has taken us to a lot of different places in Istanbul. W e had only been 

here for two days when Hasan decided to take us to Sultan Ahmet Mosque. This 

mosque was built by the architect Mehmet. It is also known as Blue Mosque. 

Two days later we went to sightseeing tour. We visited some histoncal places 

such as Kariye Museum, Süleymaniye Mosque and Galata Tower. We have not visited 

Topkapı Palace yet. We also eat delicious Turkish food and Hasan's grandmother's 

horne-made food. 

: Comprehension Questions: 

1. Who went to sightseeing tour in İstanbul? 

a) Grandmother b) Betty 

c) Scott Family d) Hasan 

2. Who wrote a letter? 

a) Betty 

c) Mehmet 

3. Who is an engineer? 

a) Brian 

c) Mehmet 

4. What is namedas "Blue"? 

a) Süleymaniye Mosque 

c) Topkapı Place 

5. Who bui lt Blue Mosque? 

a) Mehmet 

c) Brian 

b) Hasan 

d) Pat and Brian 

b) Hasan 

d) Grandmother 

b) Kariye Museum 

d) Sultan Ahmet Mosque 

b) Hasan 

d)Mr.Tok 

Yours 
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Günhan Yayla: 

Last month Günhan Yayla and his friends were studying volcanoes in their 

geography classes. Their teacher had talked to them about volcanoes both in Turkey 

and the world, but he wanted the students to fınd out more information by themselves. 

He told the class they would talk about volcanoes in the following week. 

Günhan is a member of the public library in his town and went there. He asked the 

librarian if there were any book about volcanoes and she gave information about the 

place of these books. Günhan fo und many interesting books and decided to borrow. 

When the geography lesson came, Günhan and his friend Gül answered the 

teacher's questions about volcanoes. Unfortunately Eray had not done his hornewerk 

and could not draw the picture of inside the volcan o on blackboard. 

The teacher was very pleased with Günhan and gave him high marks. At the end 

of the lesson, he asked Günhan whether his father had helped him and Günhan told that 

he did not know much about volcanoes. 

: Comprehension Questions: 

1. Who wanted the students to fınd more information? 

a) Teacher b) Librarian 

c) Gül d) Eray 

2. Whose teacher talked about the volcanoes? 

a) Günhan b) Günhan' s father 

c) Librarian d) Günhan and his friends 

3. Where di d Günhan go for more information? 

a) Home b) Library 

c) Eray' s home d) School 

4. Who gave information about the place ofthe books? 

a) Teacher b) Gül 

c) Librarian d)Eray 

5. Who di d not know about the volcanoes? 

a) Günhan' s father b) Eray 

c) Librarian d) Teacher 
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